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Full Returns Change Result Only In Race
For City Jailer=Samuel Beadles Wins
HOW THE EVENING SUN SCORED
Complete Vote is Tabulated
in Every Primary Race

Harrison Wins by Plurality of 88 Over
Joseph E. Potter in Race For Mayor-Sam Beadles Has Two to The Good-Others Ran Away—Municipal Ownership Proves Fatal to Many
J. P. SLEETH LEADS FOR ALDERMAN
The Nominees.
Mayor—T. B. Harrison.
Attorney—A. L. Harper.
Treasurer—William Kraus.
Clerk—Maurice McIntyre.
Assessor—J. W. Orr.
Engineer—L. As Washington.
Jailer—Samuel Beadles'. -

Fourth Ward.
McCarthy
Tuttle
Orr
Stewart
` Sixth Ward.
Barnes
McGee
"'s•
SCHOOL TRUSTEES.

ANOTHER BEAT ON ITS RIVALS
How

The Sun again demonstrated last night, as it does MI el, Vry opportunit
y that It Is THE newspaper of Paducah. There has never been a city primary in Paducah in which there
was more interest manifested than in
the one yesterdAy. As early as 4:30 o'clock anxious candidates and their
friends, and the public in general, besieged the newspapers for news of the outcome, and The Sun satisfied the demand more
promptly and ACM.
rately than any of its contemporaries. It did this by the perfect organizati
on it lusd effected to secure and bulletin the news. The first returns came in at exactly 4:30. The prechset
wan the South Side of the Court House,
and while it only gave the vote in the mayor's race it was sufficient
to cause every one to drop everything and
await the quickly coming returns from other precincts. The Sun establishe
d headquarters at the court house
and rushed the news to its office where it was quickly put on the bulletin boards.
By 0 o'clock half of the precincts had been heard from. At that time it was any one's race,
and the wise ones were shaking their heads
and making predictions. Everywhere the crowds, by 7 o'clock, were immense,
but, the greatest was at The Sun
face, as it soon became evident that The Sun had the latest and
most reliable news, and the greatest part of
the crowd centered there. The returns came quickly, and accurately
, as they were official. At 8:30 The Sun announced the winners in all of the races, except the mayor's and jailer's,
and at that time, it seemed almost a
certainty that Harrison had won. As fast as the returns came in they were
put in type and at 8:55 o'clock the
last precinct, Butler's, was turned in:While the mathematicians were
engaged in totaling the race, and before
they had even totaled one candidate'stote, The Sun came out with an extra
giving the total vote from every
precinct. It was the best piece of newspaper work done in Paducah for smile time.

They Received Returns
at Headquarters Last Night

Judge W. A. Berry Was Confident and
Jubilant, But Potter's Showing Threw
a Chill Into Some of the Faithful—G.
R. Davis Says He Was Fairly Beaten
and Will Support Ticket
FORMER MAYOR LANG IS SMILING

give him credit for running a remarkable race, for almost single
handed,' he has scared the life out
of us with our effective political organization."
•
After the returns were all in and
the judge had a ualyAgsl _ate_ liGie..htt_
754
discovered that Colonel Potter had
477
Thep Have a Saying Around
reuelved within 2e votes of the vote
Aldermen.
he did when be ran against Mayor
The City Hall That CommisJames P. Sleeth, F. B. Smith, VirYeiser a few years ago, and also
First Ward.
stoners Will Have Their!
gil Sherrill A. Nieman and A. W. Nance
when he ran against the judge for
476 -Grief.
Clayton
the county judgship.
415
Own Way For Two Years Who will the Republit.ans noml- It the Republicans put,
out a safe,
Second Ward.
In the Yeiser race Potter got 585
nate for mayor? is the. query on the conservative man, no third candidate
More
at
Least
Councilmen.
Davis
votes, in his race for judge he got
• 654
will
be nominated, said one man In
public lIp, and the general opinion
First Ward—G. A. Hannin.
Weille ••
537 and yesterday he got 618.
631
touch w'th the Potter forces. Other,
has
it,
Second Ward—L, A. Graham.
that
it
the
is
to
up
Third Ward.
Republican wise,
Mayor Lang said, when the Potter
it Is probable that a third canThird Ward—O. P. Leigh.
Winstead
tide was at its greatest, "If 'Uncle
729 HE WAY REMAIN CHIEF . party to decide the politics of the did3te will be in the
field
inside
a
Fourth Ward—Fred Kreutzer.
Boone
Joe' is the nominee I shall take the
next administration. Interest centers month. That candidate will
473
be radiWard—J. P. McCarthy.
Fifth
stump, and stump every ward in the
Fourth Ward.
In the attitude of Colonel J. E. Pot- cal. Among the Republica
ns most
Thomas Orr.
Jones
town. That's the kind of a Demos..
655
Not the least task of the Demo- ter and his friends. His organ today prominentW mentioned for mayor CITY ATTORNE
•
Y T. B. HARRISON,
Sirth Ward—,L. R. Barnes.
Cole
crat I am."
442 cratic county machine has been ac- Indicated In its torte that party obli- are Aldermen Hurry R. Hank and Gs
NOMINAMP ren kt-AVOE.
Lamore
How Harrison Won,
272 complished in the utter rout of the gations rest. lightly In that quarter. H. Chamblin, and Mr. J. P. Smith.
School Trustees.
The Harrison men last night conFifth Ward.
city hall forces. Harmony must be
------First Ward ---T. M. Nance.
Metcalfe
City Attorney Tom B. Harrison ceded the withdrawal of Reed elected
635 brought out of the factional feeling,
1DEMOCRATIC COMMITTEE
Second Ward—B. T. Davis.
Butler
was nominated for mayor at the Dem- their man, and the returns bear out
360 recently engendered, end there will
Third Ward—S. H. Winstead.
IS CALLED FOR TOMORROW ocratic primary yesterday, by a plu- the claim. Had Colonel Reed remainbe no meeting of peacd commissionSixth Ward.
Fourth Ward—J. A. Cole. L.
rality of 88 over Colonel J. E. Pot- ed on the track there is no doubt be
Goodman
549 ers effect that harmony. Calm, cold,
Jones,
Chairman W. A. Berry, of the city ter and G. R. Davis. He represented would have received some of the
Price
472 austere dignity marks the mieu of
Harrison vote. Mort of his strength
Fifth Ward—Albert Metcalf.
Democratic executive committee will the county machine.
Brame
305 that element of the party, of which
The defeat of Davis was a hard was thrown to Davis, and but little to
Sixth Ward—M. S. Price, W. T.
the police commission represents the
call the whole committee together
Goodman.
nucleus.
Saturday afternoon to canvass the blow to the city administration, but, Potter. Colonel Potter would have
The Candidates
Harrison's s,ogan was a change in Bullet From Resolver, Accidentally returns in the primary yesterday,and they are not showing It today, and polled approximately the vote he did,
certify the results officially. The are endeavoring "to smile it off," to and this would have elected him. The
Mayor.
the police department. That meant
T. B. Harrison.
Discharged, Strikes Joe Vs'urth's counting will be done at the court use the parlance of the street gamin. Harrison men saw this a week ago,
Harrison
Tom Harrison is the 3oungest man Chief of Palice Collins, who has his
706
and they went to the Reed Men and
house. It Is necessary to have a quo- Yesterday Mayor Yeiser, Chik
Potter
of
618 who has ever been nominated for enemies—also his friends. That HarRib and Glances Harmlessly Away
rum of the committee of 18 present Police Collins and Fire and Police satisfied them thoroughly that tney
Davis
546 mayor in Paducah, and if elected. in rison can not depose Chief Collins,
to count the vote, but the members Commissioner Bonds were sure they had gauged the situation well, and
From Him.
Harrison's majority
88 November will be one of the young- unless Chief Collins wishes to be decan be represented by proxs‘
had pulled their man through. Davis what the results would be. that the
est mayors in the country. Mr. Har- posed, Is the assertion of the comAttorney.
colonel withdrew.
had developed surprising strength in
Harper
72.8 rison is from eastern Kentucky, and missioners.
Much Money Wagered.
the
comes
Sailors
last
hours
prominent
Miller
of
Will
of
Battle.
a
the
family
campaign,
In
the
They
They
are three in number, but pow.. HE HAI) A NARROW
625
There was a great deal of money
ESCAPE.
Norfolk,
May 3.— Fistic contests saw it, and thought they recogniled
Lucas
397 blue grass region. He came to Padu- erful and well seated in their posiwagered on the election and yesterfor the championship of two nations victory, and last night could harnly
Harper's majority
1e3 cah eight years ago, and read law in tion. They appoint all the policemen
day the odds were two to one on Harfront
heavyweig
the
some
of the best offices in the city. and firemen, and they
ht class down to essay tho role of philosophers.
Treasurer.
will.name
rison. One shrewd man
wagered
Little less wan miraculous was the bantams, will take place tonight
Kraus
8,52 Admitted to the bar, he practiced them for a year, commencing DeAt Headquarters.
$100 that each
of the candidates
aboard
battleship
the
escape
with
Judge
from instant death of Joe
Missouri, beW. A. Berry for awhile cember 1. If Harrison Is elected the
McKnightJudge W. A. Berry, chairman of would lose, so finds
•••••• •
787
_himself $100 to
and also with Campbell Flournoy. He fore will remain as the commission- Wurth this morning at 11 o'clock In tween American and British sailors.
Kraus' majority
the Democratis committee,an original the good today—a good
65
tip for
was elected city attorney at the elec- ers direct for a year. The new mayor the saloon
of George A.ndrecht,
Clerk
Harrison man, was jubilant last gamesters. '
tion
four
years
Twelfth
ago.
Harrison
Madison
Mr.
and
takes
Is
seat
his
streets.
January.
in
ball
A
McIntyre
night. With former Mayor Lang,
1,028
It is estimated that fully $5,000 in
a bright, ambitious young man, and
Bailey
Mayor Yeiser is authority for the from a 28-calibre pistol in his own
Judge Lightfoot. and a few friends small bets of from 44 to $20. chang739
his friends have always predicted statement
McIntyre's majority
that the mayor of Coving- hand struck him in the breast just
he received the returns at the court ed hands when the result of the elec„ 289
great things for him in politics. He
ton undertook to dismiss his board of over the heart and glanced on strikAssessor.
house, and, from the first returns, tion was made known. One local saing a rib, leaving only a severe flesh
is of a pleasing address, witty, socia- police and
fire commissioners and
Orr
which gave Harrison a lead of ten loon man won In bets ranging from
894 ble
wound.
and deservedly popular.
found
they
removed
could
not
be
unDick
votes, he boldly announced Harrison $5 to 210 a total of $420. There
836
Wurth, who is 20 years old, and
11 the ends of their terms. CommisOrr's majority
a winner, and picked the entire ticket were many large bets made, sum a as
58
Maurice McIntyre.
works in the saloon at Twelfth and
Mann
sioner
Clark
has
three
years
Engineer.
'Metropolis, Ill., may 3. (Special). with one exception. Mr. Lang and $50 and $100 arse in some instances
Maurice McIntyre is a Paducah More to serve; Commissioner Bonds, Madison streets, opened a drawer lb
Washington
—While moving his household goods Judge Lightfoot did not share Judge bets as high as $500 were made.
1,292
boy, who, although handicapped by two years, and Commissioner Suther- take out some corks. He grabbed at
on a wagon yesterday, Arthur Oliver Berry's optimism at many stages of
lameness, worked his way to a posi- land, one year. Allowirrg for all the the corks with his hand and his finBeadles
accidentally discharged both barrels the returns. and', for awhile, thought ST, LOUIS PRESS STRIKE
392
tion of responsibility in a local busi- exigencica of life and politics two ger caught up a pistol which he did
Clark
IS DIOCLARED OFF TODAY.
a shdtgun, the chrage blowing off the city administration
of
390
had dealt
ness college, being employed as. ex- veais hence Commissioners. Clark not know was In the drawer. He
Read
his left knee cap and injuring his there a defeat. Harrison led off all
337
swung
the
pistol out with his band
pert accountatte He was at one time And Bonds could name a police and
Purchase.
St. Louis, ',lay 3.—The strike of
221
and pulled the trigger sending the arm. lie will be crippled for life. right, in the first two precincts, but
employed by Inspector Hines as an tire department for another year.
Rogers
He is married and is employed at the next three showed Davis polling pressmen on four St. Louis newspa135
bullet
'directly
at his heart, hut It
_NO Plans Yet.
Mlles
pers declared at
noon
Thursday.
117
"What will you do?" was ask- struck a rib ana glanced to the side the Bending works. Drs. Jacobs a surprisingly big vote, and the Har(Continued. on page 4.)
Hymareh
and Miller attended him.
rison men got frightened so badly was settled at 2 o'clock this morn88
and away from his body.
ed of Chief Collins.
Eaker
they could not restrain It. -At an- ing and the pressmen returned to
85
Almost a hair breadth's h.11eher or
"I don't • know," he rep,ied. "I
WEATHER FORECAST.
Fowler
other time In the evening it looked work. Eserything was ready and
78
will not know for a day or so. If I lower would have allowed the bullet
Beadles' majority
like Joe Potter had landed a win- the morning papers came out as
2
wish th.. place anotheyear, at least, to pierce his heart.
Aldermen.
ner, and the commeets of the Harri- soon as the strike was declared off
Dr. Horace Rivers was called. He
Mr. Harrison can not put me out."
Sleeth
son backers were amusing.
798
It is probable that the pollee and will hot be seriously injured by the
Greif .
Judge Lightfoot said "If 'Uncle
tire commissioners will meet In a few wound.
776
tilttle MARKET.
Smith
Joe' is the nomine P shall he foredays.
729
Cincinnati, May 3.—Wheat,
Sherrill
"Are you going to drop any of the
most In the ranks of the workers for
704
83; corn, 50: oats. 43%.
San Francisco, May 3.—A man,
Nieman
men. who worked for Harrison?" who, it is said, Is Count Otto
him in the fall, no bolting for me. I
51.5
Von
By order of the board of health.
Rouse
was asked.
474
Small Riese This Morning.
Walstern
of Austria, was badly the Lee school,
Fourth and
Ohio
that,
"Not
for
no,"
was
the reply. wounded by constables after a runGeorge
446
Fire company No. 3, Tenth and
Sanders
"But the men will have to be cir- ning fight. When capture seemed streets, was closed down today on
373
Clay streets, was called to Ninth end
account of smallpox being found in
•umapect in their conduct hereafter. certain he shot hinisert, dying
Hunt
264
Boyd streets at 5:30 o'clock
In- the home
this
of one of the pupils. The
We are going to enforce strict disci- stantly. The count died fighting,
Hummel
425
morning. A email blaze, originating
becase Of smallpox is at the home of
pline."
lieving he was attacked by robbers.
COUNCILMEN.
from some unknown cause, was conMr. Rose. 435 South Fifth street.
With the administration in
the
suming one of the thin partitions in
saddle another twelve
months, it among the policemen as to the prob- His little daughter returned to
First Ward.
the barber shop of Tom Clark, colschool
yesterday
after
'treks just a trifle dubious for the able successor of Chief Collins
an absence of
Hannan
R75
if
ored. The damage will amount to
two weeks, with a certificate from a
Harrison sympathizers on the force. Harrieou has his way and is
Morrison
elected.
534
Frankfort, Ky., stay 3.--(Sperfal) about 225. The property le owned
"We got beat, but we are ready Captain T. J. Moore, the detective,
doctor showing that she had recovSecond Ward.
Is
—The court of appeals today, Chief by W. A. Gardner.
for another fight." was the remark of touted by many for the place.
4 Graham
He Is ered from a caste of the chicken pox. Justice O'Rear
546
writing, upheld the
a member of the city hail forces, and an experienced officer,
This morning Health Officer Graves
Wllilams
469
constitutionality of the county unit
Kansas City, May
eisid wave
this indicates that the machine does
found
'nose
Mr.
sick
from
Harrison
Mr.
tnade
tete
Faye
he
smallpox local option
no
Downs .
332
act of the general • as- accompanied tiv snow and sleet has
tonight A nd prob. not consider Itself entirely
Rain and
whipped. promisee, and will consider- a chief and the closing of the Lee school folThird Ward.
sembly of the *Peskin of 1907, mak- spread over western 'Missouri and
ably Saturday. Highest temperaturt•
Next rnior of Pollee.
of police when he is mayor, If he is lowed. Every effort Is being made to
ing the minty the unit in local Op- Kansas. The temperature
1064, yeetertley, 71; lowest today. 48.
registered
Much speoulatIon is Indulged In elected.
prevent any infection from the case. tion
elections.
se this morning.
For
For
For
For
For
For
For

646
609
585
217

"Not Yet, But Soon," Says The Chief,
When Harrison's Name is Mentioned
Republican City Politics
Note) Center of Interest

SHOT OVER HEART
SAVED BY HIS RIB

•
04

SHOT AWAY KNEE
INJURED FOR LIFE

a

SMALL PDX CASE
CLOSES SCHOOL

COUNTY UNIT LAW
UPHELD BY COURT

111

•

rittn ty

TIRED AND SICK
YET MUST WORK
."Man may work from min to sun
but Woman's work is never done."
In order to keep the house neat
and pretty, the children well dressed
and tidy, women overdo and often
suffer in silence, drifting along from
bad to worse, knowing well that
they ought to have help to overcome
the pains and scams which daily
make life a burden.
It is to these women thet I ydia
E. Pinkhatn's Vegetable Compound,
made from native ropta and
comes as a blessing. When the spirits are depressed, the head and hack
MRS. AUG. LYON
aches, there are dragging-down pains, nervous
ness, aleepiehaness, and
reluctance to go anywhere, these are only
sympto
which sinless
heeded, are soon followed by the worst forms of Femalems
Complaints.

LOSING VENTURE r BASEBALL
NEWS
FOR THIS CITY'

anderine

American League.

Is Manner ill V‘ bleb School Enumerators Worked

R H E
Washingtote
4 11 2
Philadelphia
1 6 1
Batteries- tinghes, Blankenship
and Warner; Bender Waddell, Vickeie and Sohreck.

Secretary Byrd Gave Wrong inetrucR H E
Boston
tions and Then 1...ii•-•1 Wm2 7 0
New York
raata To Troll'.
5 10 4
Batteries- Harris, Oberlin and
edger; Hogg, Clarkson and
Klee
now.
NOW 18 STOPPING
PAYMENT

V ft

GREW 11155 CARROLL'S

HAIR

AND WE CAN

PROVE IT
Beautiful Hair At Small Cost.

'WITHIN the last decade great and rapid strides have
been made in
VY hiateria Medica. Many diseases
that were ansidered incurable
fifteen years ago are now cured in a few days,and in many cases prevent
ed
altogether. The scientists of late years have been delving for
the celiac,
the foundation,the reason and the starting point of disease,fully
realizing
that the actual and true cause must be ascertained before the
H
remedy can
keeps the feminine organism ins strong and healthy
Detroit
condition.
2 7 0 be located. Hair troubles, like many other diseases, have been wrongly
indisnsmation, Ulceration, displacements, and organic troubleIt cures
diagnosed and altogether misunderstood. The hair itself is not the
s. In
Chicag
o
4 11 1
preparing for child-birth and to carry women safely throug
thing
Race suicide, decrease in populah the Change
to
be treated, for the reason that it is simply a product of the scalp,
flatter
of Life it is most efficient.
iesStever and Payne; Aland
tion, or unsatisfactory work by the
wholly
Mrs. Augustus Lyon. of East Earl, Pa.. writes.- Dear
depende
upon
nt
its action. The scalp is-the very soil in which
Mrs. Pinkschool census enumerators, are the trock and McFarland.
ham:-"For a long time I suffered from female trouble
the hair is produced,nurturedAnd grown,aud it alotiishould receive
s and had all kinds
the
reasons given in the school board
of aches and pains in the lower part of back
and sides, I could not
attention if results are to be expected. It would do no earthly
sleep and had no appetite. Since taking Lydia
good to
R
H
meeting
E
last
night for the falling off
E. Pinkham's Vegetable
treat
the
stern of a plant with a view of making it grow and become
Compound and following the advice which you gave
more
In the number of school children in Cleveland
me I feel like a
4 9 3 beautifu
new woman and I cannot praise your medicin too
l-the soil in which the plant grows must be attended to.
e
highly."
Therethe city. if the prey nit census stands, St. Louts .
3 13 4 fore,
the scalp in which the hairgrows must receive the attentio
Mrs. Pinkham's Invitation to Women
Batteries--. Rhoades and Clarke;
n if you
the school board eel receive between
are to-expectlt to grow and become more beautiful.
Women suffering from any form of female weakness are invited
Howell and Stephens.
to
$1,500
end
$2,000
less
from the
write Mrs Pinkhatn. at Lynn, Mass. Out of her vast
' Loss of hair is caused by the scalp drying up,or losing
volume of exstare this year than last. With the
perience she probably has the very knowledge that will
help
•supply of moisture or nutriment, and when baldness
your
National Leagne.
ca.se. Her advice is free and always helpful.
< s
school board hard pressed In the lioccurs the scalp has simply lost all of its nourishment,
nanehel line this decrease in the apRUE
/having nothing for the hair to feed upon(a plant or even
t
portionment from the state would be Cincinnati
3 8 1. a tree would die
under similar conditions).
Chicago
felt keenly.
1 6 4
in reaching an agreement.
The natural and logical thing to do in either case is,
Batteries-.--- Mason and
The census this year shows 6,e04
Schlei; Iced
J. T. Hutchen, representing the
and replenish the soil or scalp as the,cane
may be,
children in the city of school age. Pfiester, Fraser and Kling.
and your crop will grow and multiply is nature intende
blacksmiths and T. C. Goodman, the
d
The state pays so much per capita
it should.
I beepers, are delcgates from Paducah,
and It is to a city's interest to have
R H E
leaving Paduceh yesterday., While it
as large a census as can be gotten. New York
ARE CONFERRING WITH H.LI- Is
4 7 2
Dr. Knowlton's DANDERINE
not officlally announced, it is said
Secretary Byrd said last night that he Boston
NOIS CENTRAL OFFRILALS.
1 5 2
, the _blacksmiths Will ask for 40 cents
Bat teries-Taylor and Bresnahan; is the only reMedy for; the hair ever discovered that is identical
knows he could add a hundred names
the hour and the helpers 20 cents the
with the natural hair fools or liquids of the scalp. It
feeds and
to the list that were not enumerated. Flaherty and Brown.
hour. The present scale is from 30 to
nourishes the hair and does all the work originally carried
on by
It has been the general impression
the nature] nutrients or life-giving juicr generated by
They Will Demand 40 Vents the 35 cents the hour for blacksmiths
the scalp
that Paducah Is growing, but judging
RUE
itself. It penetrates the pores of the scalp quickly and
and 17 1-2 to 18 1-2 foi. helpers.
Hour For Work in Local
the hair
from the report of the enumerators, Philadelphia
3 6 0 soon shows the effects
Blacksmiths are paid
of its wonderfully exhilarating and lifeaccording to either
Shops of Railroad.
the population has decreased, Brooklyn
I
5
1
producing qualities.
the erase of work done, engine workBatteries- Sparks and
or race suicide on a scale that would
Dooin;
ers, receiving the highest scale.
One twenty-five-cent bottle is enough to convince you
call for another speech froth Presi- Herly end Ritter.
of its great
worth as a hair growing and hair beautifying remedy-try
it and see
dent
Rooseve
lt,
has
taken
place. The
This morning at 10 o'clock in ChiAppendicitis. •.
for yourself. Now on sale at every drug and toilet store
in the land.
impression in the school- boards last
MISS J. CARROLL
R
H
E
go a conference between delegates Is due in a large measure to abuse of
Three sizes, esc, sec and Sew.
night was that the enumerators sim- Pittsburg
2307 Irving Ave.,
5 9 3
Chicago
bowels,
employ
the
from the Blacksmiths' union of the
by
ing drastic pur- ply had
not gotten all the children. St. Louis
To show how qii;ck,
l OaRdlirlfri aca we will send a large sample
I4 8 3
free by return mail to any one who sends this advertisement
Knowlton Randorino
the
to
Illinois Central system, and officials gatives. To avoid all dimmer-, use
Chlearo, with their name and address
This view is the most likely from l - Batteries- Lynch, PhiHippe and
and to cents in silver or stamps to pay postage.
of the mechanical department of the only Dr. King's New Life Pills, the the fact that two' enumeratere Work- Gibson; Fromme and Marshall.
NEW STOREKEEPER.
road began. It is for the purpose of safe, gentle eleatisors and in ri ra t- ed on the same district and that
nemt," Master 'Mechanic Turnbull
TO OUR FRIENDS.
_nettling on aeseale of wages for the ors. Guaranteed 40 cure headache, there was some misunderstanding as
stated. "I do not believe that Mr.
American Association.
Lit Hollins and Bamberg handle
billious
ness,
malaria
and
jaundic
e. to ward boundaries. J. M. Gilbert. Columbus
ensuing year end no trouble..1s an15 F. P. Dugan Appointed By Master Trent will return to Paducah." Mr.
•
enumerator for the Third and Fourth Minneapolis
•Mechanie Turnbull.
Dugan has been a clerk tn the Kora- your real eidetic. We are in a iboai4
:a!
wards was hurt in an accident and G.
room
for several years, and is a pop- tion to preseut your offers in the
Announeeruent was officially made
NO STRIKE YET.
W. Brown, enumerator in the First Toledo
While you are looking" for,
4 this morning of the permanent ap- ular and capable man. Mr. Given re- naus$, farceful and effective manner
and Second wards, finished his work. Kansas City
sumed the duties of clerk in the by personal solicitation
wedding presents stop at 315
.1 pointment of Mr. F. P. Dugan
and extenas storeroom
Carpenters Antift Action of Interna- Confusion as to the part of the Third
department, his former po- sive advertising. Watch
Broadway. We can show you
etorekeepee for the Illinois Central
us and see
tional
and
Louisvi
Body.
Fourth
lle
wards unfinished easily
.
an elegant line of cut glass and
6 shops. He is the oldest clerk lei the sition.
how we do it. A. J. Bamberg and H.
could have followed., Another proba- Milwaukee ....
highest art hand painted china,
..
.1 employ of the department, and is en-C. Hollins, Real Estate and Rentals,
There is no strike among local un- ble cauffe of a -smaller showing may
sterling silver, knives, forks,
Subscribe for The Sae.
titled to the promotion. Alien Mr.
Trueheart Building, Telephone 127.
ion
carpent
ers, but . a number of be found in the mixed ideas of the Indianapolis
spoons, fancy pieces-just the
4 John Trent, Storekeeper, was grantthem are not at work, pending word boundaries of the Fifth ward. Super- St. Pau/
thing you have been looking for
5 ed an Indefinite leave of absence to
from the international body which intendent Lieb Instructed the enumat a price you will appreciate.
"try out" e new position in St. Louis,
has authority to declare strikes. It erators on this pqint one way, and
A 30 piece set with
syseewereweeveseeareerepaleareerewiele
Mr. Bell Given, of the clerical force,
stated
is
that
the
chest, in triple plate
refusal of local Secretary Byrd gave different instrucwas placed in temporary charge. "I
contractors to sign up is now being tion, The difference in their instrua
A 30 piece set in
r
consider t' u appointment permitennei4ered4by the International body.
sterling silver for.. ..
aetnarked p.uThe local union is subject to its diGenuine Rogers Knives C9 7K
SupetIntendent Lieb was correct
and Forks, set
aksaiosiaatleasieageeeiaag
rection, and waiting for directions.
L I *-1
and Secretary Byrd got the
ato
ward
Genuine Rogers Tea
and precinct boundaries confused.
ittier Report.
Spoons, set
FOR SALE.
Secretary Byrd-assumed that the
Cairo
.21.4 1.4 rise
Genuine Rogers Table
10 per cent, investment property board would allow the pay of the
,Chattanooga
.... 6.2 0.4 fall One set awnings, steel slide
Spoons. set
on South Side, *2,000. A. J. Bam- enumerators and he issued warraels
Cincinnati
...... 27.8 0.2 fall frame
Remember the number
, in good condition.
berg and H. C. Hollins. Trueheart on the treasury for that amountEvansville
22.6 0.5 rise
315 Broadway.
about $150. The board last night reBldg. Telephone 127.
L. B. OGILVIE
.1.ohnsonviile.
0.5 fell
fused to pay the enumerators until Louisvi
lle
... 9.8 0.2 fall
-Do You merely lack a little their work was verified and found Mt.
Carmel ........ 9.0 0.2 fall
"starting money" in order to turn iompetent and Secretary Byrd will Nashvil
le
.10.2 0.2 fall
your plan,
project, Into a money endeavor to catch the warrants be- Pittsburg
. 5.3 0.5 fall
J.' A, Konetzka, Jeweler and Opticia maker? Ifyour
fore
they
are
paid at the bank. Presyour plan will stand anSt. Louis
19.1
St'd
alysis, a want ad. will find the money. dent List was then instructed to di- Mt. Vernon
21.5 0.7 rise
rect Secretary Byrd and the enumeraPaducah
22.8 1.3 rise
tors to comPare this year's census
with last year's to find what became
Midsummer dullness was experiof the deficit cf children. The census this year is nearly three hundred enced on the river today, with few
Incorpe
Cleaned and pressed by
short of last year's census and unless packets and business light. The river
compet
is
ent
still
men.
coming
Called
up the hill, the rise
the difference could be found, It
for and delivered in
would pay to turn in last year's re- Since yesterday being 1.3. The stage
of 22.8 makes navigation easy all
port.
covered wagon. Priees
the tributary
The eight members present, Trus- along the river and
reasonable Satisfaction
House wiring, electric plants installed.
tees List, Beckenhach, Clements, Da- streams are at a favorable stage. May
guaranteed.
3
last year the river was at a stage
vis, Metcalf, Maxwell, Kelley
and
Complete machine shop.
Byrd, allowed the teachers' salaries of 15.2 and falling.*
122-1
24
IN.
The
Fourth Sit.
towboat American was the onfor April.
Pho nom 757
ly boat of its class to touch at the
Club
Memb
ersh
ip
$1.00
wharf today, arriving from Joppa
THE LIVE INSURANCE':
Muddle has started the public to think- last night. The Americart
per
month
.
will
go
to
ing. The wonderful succeis that has
met Baila.rd's Horehound Syrup In Its the Cumberland river after ties torusstde on Coughs. Influenza, "Iron day or tomorr
ow.
r MU' and all pulmonary troubles has
started the public to thinking of this
The City of Saltillo came in mere
wonderful preparation. They are all
using It. Join the procession aria hours 'later than expected last night
MERGER, Prep.
Capital
down with sickness. Price 25c. 60c 'and left ter St.
11230,000.00
Louis after a brief
Both Phones 1507e
sind 11.00.
Surplus and undivided profits
stay.
Sold by all druggistle
100,000.00
Stockholders liability
The Kentucky arrived stmultane
230,000.00
"When I was coming home last ()Italy with
the SaltIllo from the TenTotal
night," said Miss Skeery, "I saw a nessee river
and -ls at Brookport un$500.0181.00
Total resources
man skulking along In th• shadow. loading today.
The Kentucky wlil
111085,453.23
Oh, how
raft:"
DIRECTORS:
leave Saturday evening at 5 o'cloc.k
ou will be surprised and pleased at the value we
W. F. Bradshaw, of Bradshaw & Bradshaw,
"An' couldn't you catch him?" for the Tennes
Attorneys; J. A.
see river.
Bauer, Wholesale Pottery; Louis F. Kolb, of
are giving in Work Shoes-soft yet qurable.
asked her little brother, intiocetitly.
Kolh Bros. &
The Peters Lee arrived yesterday
Wholesale Drugs; H. A. Petter, of H. A. Petter Supply
-ClevelAnd Leader.
at noon from Memphis on the way
Co.; Boat
Buys man's veal shoe-a splendid
to
Supplie
s; ('. F. Rieke, of C. II Rieke & Sons,Wh
Cincinnati. '
value, too...... ...... ..... .....
olesale Dry Goods;
. $1 25
Muscoe
Burnett
,
- DOINGS OF THE , GREAT
Sept. **Trees. Pad. Water Co.
The John Hopkins came in from
Buys Man's seamless russet blucher
GEO. C. THOMPSON, PresidentEvansville yesterday morning and reyou can't match at price
Scientist and Ills Root Juice
T. J. ATKINS, Vice Presidentturned immediately to the same city.
Buys man's oil grain creedMore,
ED. L. ATKINS, Cashier.
htlekle.
The Georgia Lee will aril,: Saturor lace
$1.5'
The Whole t'ountry Is Becoming day afternoon from CIncinnall
on the
•
Buys man's searnIttes kip with
Aroused.
down tie. to Memptils.
gum,
one of the best .........•
$1.75
The Dick Veowler cleared for Cairo
From the Marion, Ind., Leader:
with a fair trip this morning.
You can't tell much about shoes, we know,
from lead"The longer the Root Juice people
ing the price. The prices we name above, howeve
r, a. e
remain in Marion. Ind.,. the more reOfficial Forecasts.
cheap
as
as if bought at wholesale. In additit
markable seem the results obtained
The Ohio will continue rising at
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show you many space forbids mentioning.
from the use of the great discovery Evansville until Saturday morning
Is the easiest to operate, the
that is now exciting the people all and at Mt. Vernon until late Saturmost durable and economical
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one ever manufactured. All
making many wonderful cures at this wilt continue for three or four days
engine
s guaranteed by the
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factory in the world.
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Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound

BLACKSMITHS

,

ticipated

F.JEE

$29.25
$39.50
.75
1.50

EYE SEE JEWELRY AND
OPTICAL CO.

NOTICE

RIVER NEWS

FOR SALE
4 CO.

Ladies' and
Men's Clothes

FAULTLESS PRESSING CLUB
I. E..

Copy for our next directory will go to press
May 1, 1907. Notices of changes and additions should be received before this date.

EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE CO.

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

American -German National Bank

y

$1.25
$1.50
$1.50
$1.75

This Gasoline Engine

uck 9killip.

L. L. NELSON

5

Wake Up!

Don't be twenty years behind
the times---use the Home Phone.

PADUCAH ME TEIENIONE c0., Inc.

•

s'-•"'

PADUCAH
OFF POE

GUATEMALA

Styles for Early May Wear

ON WANl

DUTY AGAIN.

All business enterprises are figured from a selfish standpoint.
We are all in business to make money. Some houses adopt
one way and others another. We follow a method that is a
little bit different from all the others and it consists of
giving our customers a little more in each case
than they think they are entitled to, or a little
more than the rule of the market directs.

City's Namesake Is as Huey as Seeretary Taft in Caring for Our
Intercede.

Puerto Cortez, Honduras, April 27,
via New Orleans, May 3.—The United
States gunboat Paducah has sale.:
Puerto
for
Guatemala,
Barrios,
where it Is reported warlike preparations have recently been made. The
Paducah will look over the situation
keeping in wireless communication
WIth the gunboat Marieta, and is expected to make but a short stay. •
WILL CANCEL PARTY RATES.

We have never known this method to fail and we hear from it frequently among all
classes of men. It is the safest plan a business man can follow becguse a reaction
is impossible and friends thus acquired remain with you:

Individual Fares Must Be Paid After
Juno 15
Washington, May 2.—Following
the action of the interstate commerce
commission in declaring that where
the principal lines afford reduced
rates on party tickets, as for example
to theatrical, baseball, football and
amusement
ether
organizations,
these reduced rates must also
be
open to the general public, railway
lines south of the Potomac and Ohio
and east of the Mississippi rivets today filed with the interstate coinmem* commission notice, effective
June 15.of the withdrawal of all such
reduced party rates. After that date
the amusement troupes must pay regular individual fares.

-

It is safe to say, therefore, that our lines of suits at $10, $15, $20, $25, -$30, $35 and $40 contain from $2 to $3 more of actual value than merchandise sold al those prices
elsewhere. According to the rule of trade those prises are correct, but it
happens to be our desire to give more, than less, and be on the safe side of
public opinion.
Make it a point to, see the new club :hecks,
shadow plaids, plain grays and other- effects in
our new lines of spring suits at

10

THIRTY POLICEMEN

S

Constitute

Minimum
duceh.

For

$12.50, $15, $18 and up to $40

,Pa-

.In a decision, handed down by the
court of appeals, the finding of
Judge William Reed, of the circuit
court, that the amendment to the
charter of second class cities, fixing
the Minimum police force at thirty
men, constitutiondil, was upheld, and
the long drawn out controversy between the general council and the
police and fire commissioners, during which the latter appealed to the
legislature, is ended. Pending the
d,?cii-ion, money was placed in the
general fund of the city widget, to
be diverted to the police fund If the
augmented force is to remain. This
will be done.

•

The rapid approach of the spring rainy season suggests new
raincoats, and we want our display seen and examined.
Styles are innumerable and materials bright and splendidly
made up—$10 to $30.
The first of May is, by many conservative persons, considered
the correct time for the change from their heavier to summer
underwear. We, therefore, call your attention to the very
complete lines we have prepared for you, for summer wear,
In this assemblage there is contained genuine Imported Silks,
French Lisles, Balbriggans and Nainsooks. These goods
come in all styles—long or short sleeve shirts, ankle or knee
length drawers; also regular or stout garments. In a long
range of prices-50c to $7.50 the suit.

POPULAR MARCH.
Mr, Harry

4

•

II

Roxboro new hard and soft worsteds in shadow plaid grays,
will find many buyers. They are exceptionally fine fitting
and have new effects in shoulder, coilar and lapels—$20, $25,
$ 0, $35 and $40.

Miller t'utiningham Is
(Witplimented.

Mr. Harry Miller Cunningham.
the composer, received a high corn
plimtnt this morning in a letter fro'
Prof. C. H. Stambaugh, director and
manager of the 1. 0. 0. F. band in
Minneapolis. The letter states that
the writer has played Mr. Cunningmarch, "Anvilorian," and
ham's
considers It the best march he had
ever heard, an'requests that a full
orchestration and parts for a feli
e
band be mailed him at once. Mr.
Cunningham publishes his own compositions, and has several successful
marches and sets of waltzes.

We shall be glad to make your spring shirts to order if you
feel that the ready-made lines will not do. However, we
have never carried better or more perfect fitting shirts than
this season's high-grade makes. Soft lines in plain and
plaited bosoms. Patterns are limitless—$1, $1.50, $2, $2.50,
$3 and up to $5. Star, Cluett and Wallersteiu's Special.

A Weasel Pop Gun free with
each suit bought in Boys' Shop.

1101/1" OF MtItIDERED BOY
lit PLACED IN A LtAltIt101..

Zpay
i
for

A Weasel Pop Gun free with
each suit bought in Boys' Shop.

Every season brings out something attractive in the way of suite4
:4:40We fellows.

We geltr..Vie choicest novelties

we can find and always aim to hold within reach of

se-

humblest parse. We hava juvenile suits for $2.50, MAXI and
$3.50 which are made up in excellent fashion, of good wearing material:. For $5.00 and $6.50 and higlierwe show
a very exclusive line of novelties.

Cleveland, May 3.—Alex Hoenig,
aged three, son of a grocer for
whom the police have been searching
since his disappearance last Monday,
was found dead today in a barrel in
a yard near his home. Marks on his
body show he was apparently murdered. It developed today that the
barrel in whICh the body was found
did not contain the body Thursday
evening, as it
was examined
in
seli.ching for the child. The body
evidently was placed in the barrel
during the night.

In "The Boys' Shop," which occupies the

Mlle conditions exist as in
We show the best work of the best boys' tailors for all ages. We show all that is entitled to consideration, not only in youths', boys' and children's clothing, but the smaller articles of wear, such as
furnishings, hats and caps. A visit will demonstrate this fact more clearly.

the section devoted to men.

-
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Roxboro Clothes

MECROPOLIN.

"The Master Crafttnaniip."
N. M. Burns. of St. Louis, vice
president of the Wabash railroad, arrived this morning from St. Louis
and left this afternoon for Golconda
Capt. E. B. Cropper, a former resMeet of Metropolis, died a! • Pittsburg, Kaneda, yesterday and will be
brought here for burial May 5

entire weAt side of our second floor, the

/fiffic
Ped
OUTFITTB5
MEN5 AND BOY S

3!2.4/./0 BROADWAY

R.ozboro Clothes
"The Master Cr,v9manshrp."

PADUCAH,
I :eattsillImliost lel(')14

•
111

Joi,tractor for the furnishings,. Ind at de quarry."
Mrs. Anthony said that all corresothers who had atteuipted to make
?cotttracts with her for serpentine pondence on the negotiations had
imarble from a quarry left her by been lost.
—To try to sell property, or to
Jacob Shenk a week ago testilled
!her husband.
find tenants, by the use of a placard
TESTIFIES PROPOSED
WIDOW
me." said that the same men had called on him
allow
to
refused
"They
Is to trust your business affair*, and
DEAL FOR MARBLE.
Mrs, Anthony, "50. per cent, of the to negotiate a deal for the marble In
lutereata to chance. To use the classproceeds
from a new company they his quarry. Shenk declared that
OM ad columns is to practically
4desired to orgnaize, but I was given they desired him to charge the state
eldmktitte chance from these thing*.
foot for the marble InHarrisburg, Pa., May 3.— The to understand that 4.0 per cent. of $15 a cubic
be- !alit amount would be divided up stead of from $5 to $8, the price he
today'
witness
interesting
most,
FOR SALE.
a fait
Investi- 11121Ong their•friends. That would thought would bring him
Founlilin avenue. Five room res- fore the commission which Is
profit, It bad been claimed, he decent,
per
only
left
10
me
for
,have
extraeaganee
in
of
charges
gating
idence $5,000 on easy permeate.. Lot
cap- tile marble, so I decided It would be clared, that the balance was to be di:Weide. A. J. Bantherg nod H. 0- furnishing peunsylvaaia's state
better. to give it away and declined vided "among thm'gang." •
wida
Anthony,
y.
W.
Mrs.
was
itol
Matins. Real Estate and ..11entalL
negotiare with- them further. The.
to
about
ow. Of Williamsport, who told
Tracheate Bldg. Telephone 127,
Life should not be cheap, but sadeal with J. M. Hust,pn, architect other 7,0 per cent they told roe,
I fthe capitol; John H• Sanderson, would ho used for operating expenses cred.

GRAFTERS' WORK

I t ESt '1"

rit()V1

wn,n

CANYON. and John Searle. a Goldfield
man, and salr *hat they thought was
a
went Into the district to investigate. river many hundred feet below
them,
Relief Party Saves Easterners From They left their automobiles at Green- and which thery were
trying to reach
Death N'tilley Desert.
water and took home., into the In- when they got into the
gorge and
terior.
were hopelessly lost.
Los Angeles, May 3.— Four men
U.-on their failure to return on
three of them prominent New York Tuesday alarm was felt at OreenwsPCirt
ors, were miscued from a terrible ter and searching parties were sent
Nine-room brtck reaklener, two
death on the desert a week ago, ac- out The missing men were found in stories, cloose..to Broadway
business
cording 'o a report received from Sheep Trail gorge, in a ottiable con- district, every
modern improvement,
the Green water district today. De- dition, two of them delirious from lot nal t
73; 1118.000. This is alumsirous of confirming reports of big thirst and
exposure. The others lutely a baraaia. Call teleph
• 127.
strikes in the districts, whieh is in were nearly demented. Th0y had H. C. Ilollinu nail 5.
J. !lambent.
the Death Valley desert, a PartY, been about thirty-six hours without Reel ketnic tied
Hesitate. Tee.-heart
made tip of Colonel A. P. Posey. of water,
batteitmer.
Utica, N. Y.: Max Miller, son of the
The men when taken to GreenwaHerkimer stateeman: W
Mitch- ter and brought beek to their senses
The average :ength of life in Eatell' a Mining engineer of New York. said that they had climbed a peak
land is 14
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FRIDAY, MAY 8.

regard to Colonel Potter's vote is
air was rent with shouts. The vote
that it does uot represent the strength
in Berry's was: Harrison, ti2; Potof the municipal ownership sentiAF1ENNOOP4 AND WEEKLY
ter, 58. Harrison carried eight prement in Paducah. The strength of
cincts:
Diegees, Rogers, Plow FacBY THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO. that issue was tested last fall when
tory, South Side Court House, No. 2,
laWears:Hearse°
(Concluded from First Pate-)
candidates, standing on that
platDerry's, Glauber's, Chalk's
T. K. FISHER, President
and
form, received sdhnethlng like 200
19. J. PAXTON, Gathers.' Manager.
North Side Court House
Potter
rotes in this good city of some twen- expert auditor and accountant when
carried six: Henneberger's, HarriRATES.
Entered at the postoffice at PathIcah. ty odd thousand inhabitants. Every an investigation of McCracken coun- son and Potter
tied at Gellman's,
avowed
municipal ownership candi- ty records were made.
Ky. as second class matter.
and Davis carried three precincts:
date for the general council yesterTHE DAILY sIll
Warehouse, South Side Court House
By Carrier, per week
10 day was deteated.
Saminel Beadles,
No, 1, and the South Side Fire StaBy mail, per month. in advance.. 25
Samuel Beadles was formerly a
Republicans could
just as well
By mall, per year, In advance....$1 50
tion.
claim in Colonel Potter's vote a tri- railroad man, running out of PaduTHE WEEKLY SUN
for year, by mall, postage paid..81.00 umph for their protest against the cah for many years on the Illinois
Address THE SUN. Paducah, Ky.
interference of the general assembly Centitel. Of late years he has been MABELLE GILMAN'S MARRIAGE.
in
affairs of Paducah's police depart- a policeman on the city force. ReOffice, 116 South Third..
Phone 358
To Win! H. Corey Hae Been Set For
ment,
as for others to claim that he cently he was stricken with paralyPayne It Young, Chicago
Now represented
May 13.
the
strength
of toe mu- sis which so shattered .his health
York, representatives.
'IVO matter what your taste or requirements may be in the Neck.
nicipal ownership movement.
that
forced
retire.
was
to
he
THE SUN can be found at the follow`Iwear line, whether medium or highest grade fn quality, mellowed
New York, May 2.— Miss Maing places:
In very truth, they could contend
belle Gilman, who arrived here totone, or the subdued colors and patterns in rich, harmonious hues
iii
R. D. Clements 43 Co.
this point with more merit; for CotJ. Wes Orr.
day from Paris on the Kaiser WiiVan Culin Bros.
erie' Potter's strength
was the
of handsome, lustrous silks—Your Tie is here. We've the best proJ. Wes Orr is well known through- helm der
Palmer House.
Grosse, said concerning her
strength of protest, and the fact that out the city as a grocer. He has enJohn Wilhelm's.
ducts of the most reliable silk mills in the worid.
reported marriage to William H. Co-he had no organization did not affect gaged in this business nearly all his
rey, president of the United States
All are here in unlimited assortment for you.
his race. He ran just as hard as he life, and has been a hard worker in
Steel corporation: "I must refuse to
could, and a political organization be- politics. He started his canvas
early discuss my personal affairs. However
hind him would have cost him 200 and gradually gained
supporters un- important you may regard it for me
votes. It would have removed the picI:very C.:c.)rrect shape c)f
til he felt be had the office "cinched" to gratify the curiosity of friends and
turesque elemeet from his campaign,
FRIDAY, MAY 3.
even before election day.
That', VVanteci
strangers, I am afraid I cannot share
and denuded his candidacy of its
your views. But I will so far depart
white
garb of political innocence,
243c arid SC/A.:.
CIRCIULATION STATEMENT.
from this resolution as to say that
Captain Kraus.
that attracted many a voter, who
April, 1907.
Corey
Mr.
and
rnarrled
will
I
be
l
in
Captain
Kraus, nominated for
had no confidence in the success of
April 1...3895
April 16...3910
treasurer, is no stranger to the du- this city on May 13 and both Mr.
If you enjoy Neckwear that is not of the ordinaly sort—somePotter
the
propaganda
.
April 2. 3900
April 17...3906
ties of that office. He was elected to Corey's family and mine will be presHis vote was essentially a vote of
thing that's smart and different, you'll find it here. Ask our trade!
April 3...3897
April 18...3908
the office several years ago, and ent. That is all."
April 4...3e03
April 19...3905 protest, and a protest of Democrats served with credit. He has resided
April 5...3893
April 2.0...3935 against conditions in their own par- In the city moat of his life and was
PREACHER ELOPES.
ty. Every vote counted for Colonel
April 6...3892
April. 22...3987
identified with the Rehkopf interPotter
was
a vote against the maApril lits ..39.00
April 23...3896
Deserts Wife and Runs Away With
ests for a number of years.
chlue as much as a vote for him. The
April 8...3941
April 24...4097
An Heiress.
people wanted just such a man in
April it,
3991
April 25...4115
Made No Promises.
the emergency, not because they rel-April 11...3940
"If Tom Harrison is elected mayor
April 26...4119
New York, May 3.—Rev, Jere
ished a radical man on a radical
April 12...3965
April 27...4125
at the fall election, he will go into Knode Cooke, who recently left
platform; but because his stand for
April 13...4012
the office absolutely
April 29...4155
without any Hempstead, L. L, where for five
the enforcement of the laws, appealApril 15...3910
pledge,"
April 30...4132
former
said
Mayor
Lang to- years he had been rector of the St.
ed to item, and each man, probably,
Total
day. "He has not promised any- George Episcopal church, was de103,237 conceived that the combinatio
n
of
Average for April, 1e06
4018 Colonel Potter and
pies- posed from the ministry by Bishop
all
his issues r thing to anyone so far, and
Average for April, 1e47
3971 would not appeal to anybody else, so poses to pursue the same policy in Burgess.
d
his candidacy until election day."
Cqincident with Cooke's departure
he felt safe in risking his vote.
I It is known, however, that if liar- from town, Miss Floretta Whaley, a
47
It was on this score that some of
Personally appeared before me,
our Democratic rank and tilers almost rison is elected Chief Collins will be 17-year-old girl, who is about to
this May 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, genfooled themselves. It is nothing to deposed, but, this is probably the come into an inheritance of ;125,eral mantrger of The Sun, who afthe discredit of Colonel Potter to only change that will be made in 000, also disappeared from the home
firms that the above statement of assert that half
the people who vot- that department. Of course, Harri- of her grandmother.
the circulation of The Sun for the ed for him did not expect
The girl's parents are dead. She
him to be son would put his own men in the
month of April, 1907, is true to the elected, and had not The Sun sound- fire and police comrnissionerships, as has written her grandmother that she Capt. Edgar Macklin, of the Tyeuty- CANNOT EMPLOY- TAX FERREffies. Wastitieton, !flay 2.— The followfifth infantry, in connection with the
best of his knowledge and belief.
ing changes have been made in the
ed a warning two days ago that Pot- the present incumbents tertils ex- has gone away with the minister: shooting up of Brownsville, went in- Supreme Court of Indiana Decides consular
PETER PURYEAR,
service:
Cooke's wife is with her parents
ter and Harrison were running neck pire, as he would with the board of
to secret session at noon today, and
Against County
Frank D. H:11 of Minnesota, consul
Notary Public.
Sind neck. be would have received public works and park commission in Hartford, Conn. The letter from
after sitting one hour, returned a ver
at Amsterdam, promoted to be conMy commission N expires January still heartier support. The withdraw- It is thought that Chief Woods will the girl led to the bishop's action.
dice of not guilty for the accused.
Indianapolis, Ind., May 3.— The sul-general at St. Petersburg
22, 1908.
al of Charles Reed and the tip in The not be deposed in the event of Harri.
The verdict was not made public at Indiana supreme court
Henry H. Morgan, of Louisiana,
Sun cost Colonel Potter a full hun- son's success in November. Woods
held
'
today
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
once, but first went to Col. R. W.
dred votes.
supported Reed during his candidacy
Every do.. makes you teelbetter. Lax-Pcs
that county ocials cannot employ tax consul at Stuttgart, Germany, proDaily Thought.
moted to consul at Amsterdam.
keeps
your
whole insides right. Sold on the Hoyt, the reviewing authority, who
The beauty of life comes from
Taken as a whole, the vote for and up to his withdrawal; but, the
money-back plan everywnere. Price 50 cents. later gave the decision of the court. ferrets on a percentage basis to unEdward Higgins, of Massachusetts,
God's sun shining on our sorrow.
Colonel Potter in an index of the Harrison men say they are not disThe accused was found not guilty cover property which has evaded tax- consul at Berne, promoted to conmental attitude of the local Democ- posed to hold any resentment."
CAPT. MACKLIN NOT GULLTY. on all charges and specificatio
ns, and aticia. * The court holds that in all sul at Stuttgart.
racy, dissatisfaction
existing
with
VOX POPULL
the
verdict
'acquitted
read
fully
and cases an appropriation must be made
Soreno Listo of Minnesota, who
The die is cast. Democracy
has conditions, dissatisfaction with the _ ,..The Leaders on the Ticket.
Court-Martial in Brownsville Clime
for the purpose. The decision makes recently
honorably."
was offered the promotion
spoken—'a little incoherently, per- remedy offered.
City Engineer, L. A. Washington,
Clears Him of Al? Charges.
illegal a practice which has been gen- from the
consulship at Rotterdam to
haps, and in language a trifle vague;
polled the largest vote, 1,292, but
San Antonio, Tex., May 3.— The
eral throughout the caanties at the the coneul-gene
but the tone is unmistakable and it
ralshlp at St. PetersAnd now let us turn to the good he was without opposition. 011ie P court-martial which
Subscribe tor'
The Sun.
has been trying
state
burg, declined thp tr,
has set some politicians atrembling. old Republican convention with re- Leigh, for council, got the next greatulster
The long acrimonious contest for newed zest. The affair of yesterday est vote, 1,454, and he, too, had no
the mayoralty nomination is ended is history, but it bears some kinship opponent. Maurice McIntyre,
for
with the winner stumbling across the to tomorrow, and it has its lesson. city clerk, polled 1 028
votes, the
tape under the burden of an adverse One of them is the relation of the biggest vote any
1.1 .
et.
•
candidate received
majority. The city attorneyship strug- candidate to the party
will, and a who had opposition. Bailey, his opgle is over, and the question is Mill- comparison
of the two systems of ponent, received 739.
ly settled as to which Democratic pa- nominating
The Municipal Ownership Vote.
, as at present in vogue,
per is to receive the city printing favo;s
James Sleeth, the popular drugthe convention plan. Yestercontract, if the Democrats are sucday the Democrats chose a candi- gist, led the ticket for alderman,
cessful. That was the most heaftdate for mayor. Out of a total of getting 798 votes. Dr. Lillard Sanbreaking fight of all. Each paper had
1.e77 votes cast. he received 708. In ders, who was put into the field by
Its choke for mayor, well knowing
the municipa, ownership advocates
that it could not support the other's other words, out of 1,817 Democrats,
who voted at the primary. 1,169 of polled 373, and Hunt, another muif he won. Yet, feering it might lose
The old saw about (the nine tailors apthe printing, each hesitated to ex- them did not desire him for their nicipal ownership candidate polled
the
press its views on the mayoralty candidate. Of the 2,100 Democratic 264. Dr. S. H. Winstead led
plies quite well to the wits we feature
fight openly, lest the frietids of the voters in the city just one-third in- candidates for school trustee with
at $15. Each different part of the garcandidate attacked might knife its dorsed his candidacy, and yet he is 729 votes, with T. M. Nance second
demonstrated the strongest man the with 676.
man for city attorney.
ment is made by a specialist on
An, well, It's all over now, and party put out. The Republican can- didacy was endorsed by the men who
that particular part. For inthere is nothing left, but to analyze didate will go into the field, if not believed a young man should be at
stance, the man who makes the
with the unanimous vote of the con- the head of affairs in Paducah, and
the returns.
Of all the results tabulated in the vention, at least, with more than by the laboring element, with whom
collars makes nothing but colelection returns, the vote for Joseph half the votes, representing a major- he has developed great strength.
lars
year after year. The same
• E. Potter for mayor Is most interest- ity of his party, and therefore the
ing, because he received more than will of the party.
Mayor lung's Statement.
is true of the lapel maker, the
one-tourer' the votes (est, and
Former Mayor Lang, the modern
besleeve maker, the vest maker,
cause he was the only
Warwick, as his friends are calling
candidate,
By decision-sof the highest tribthe
trousers maker, the pocket
avowedly standing* for any principle
him, is the most satisfied man in Paunal In Kentucky it ie settled that
dncah today, barring none, not even
other than his own; perfectly legitimaker, the skirt draper, the
the legislature has a right to arbiTom Harrison, and he can hardly remate ambitten to be mayor.
trarily designate the number of pobutton-hol
e'specialist—and laststrain his joy. "I was never as much
It would be _interesting to learn
licemen Paducah taxpayers shall pay
ly the master' tailor who asInterested in my own candidacy, or
just why' all these people voted for
for. We have no fault to find with
"aim; for Colonel Potter's platform
pleased at Its outcome, as I am tosembles all these perfectly made
the court of appeals. That court had
was ample to accommodate
night," he said to a reporter for The
the
to
deal
with
the
technical
parts into a perfectly made
question,
whims of everybody. He was the perSun last night. "This has been a
It is boy-proof It is rainsonification of the old cedar chest, upon precedent possibly established by hard fight, and for a while 'here towhole- This specialization is
the "ornnium gatherum" of the pri- some loose tongued judge, who de- night I thought the boys had got
proof.
It
is
moth-proof.
but
one of the advantages of our
clared
a wide principle of law on a your Uncle Jimmie this time,
mary. Every voter, who was against
but
Its seams are reinforced
clothes over those of the cusanything in al; the wide, wide world, narrow state of facts; and some day It is all right. We have made a
voted for Colonel
and then doubly reinJoseph
Potter. the court of appeals, having reached clean fight, and are proud of it, and
tom tailor. Another advantage
There was nothing in his platform a dangerous point in defining legis- that virtue hath its own reward was
forced
again.
Its
buttons
you will be pleased with is the
ebutit a third term: but he very lative authority, will have occasion never more aptly exemplified. Tom
won't come off. So much
properly, no doubt, considered that to review the same question on the Harrison will make a gaud mayor, if
price. It's about half what our
a question of internal policy for Ole broad principle of public policy, and elected, and I hes,e no doubt of that
for its boy-proof qualities.
friend, the tailor, is compelled
Republicans just now and passed it will reverse itself, as the Ohio su- Cle is a young man of ability, pleasAs for style, it is made up
to charge you.
by. Besides, he had plenty of other preme court did in regard to munic- ing address, and. as the election
in the prevailing new fashplanks.
ipal charters, and as the New York shows, of great popularity. He has
Nothing was said in his platform court did in regard to
ions for boys aged 8 to 16
legislative made, I think, a remarkable. MCP.
about the 'town cow:" but you, who gerrymanders,
and is deserving of all praise."
and com'es in the prettiest
think we are going to pass by this
Mr. hang would take no credit for
feature of the situation
shades and patterns we
*contributing anything to Mr. Harriwith
a
In no unmistakable terms the
laughing allusion
son's nomination. It Is well known,
mistaken. We
have seen in years. Sounds
Democratic party yesterday turned
believe the "town cow" played an
however, that he was the brilliant
down the city hall machine. If
expensive. But it isn't.
Important part in the candidacy of
genius In the Harrison organization,
Mann (lark had won in his contest
Colonel Potter. The average resident
as effective a piece of machinery as
It's a suit we call "an exof the older parts of Paducah, do with Samuel Beadles for city jailer, any Paducah candidate has had in
value" for
tra
not realize how closely the cow is he would have been the only one some time.
left
in
the
city
building, provided alrelated to the domestic economy of
the northern and southern outskirts, ways, that the crusade was not conPotter's Loaf Home Precinct,
and how keen the grievance of those tinued at the election. City hall
Harrison beat Col. Potter in Potpeople of moderate circumstances, oecupancy seemed to carry a stigma ter's own
precinct. Berry's. The
The boy will like it, too.
wilt:pie custom it has been to graze with it in the eyes of the voters that Harrison men were afraid
of that
their cows in the many commons would not down. Henry Bailey, pop- precinct and as it was late
in (sooting
tbat abound in their neighborhoods. ular as he is, and , Stewart Dick, in last night, they. were •
uncertain
The loyal .support of these
defeated; not because they had about the final outcome, the
previous
elttiene constituted Colonel Potter's Test their frlemis, het just because retnrha
the candidates neck
residue of strength. He could count the voters in their zeal intended to and neck, and when
it returned a
on their votes to a man.
sweep everything Democratic from plurality of 4 for Harrison
their enThe only thing
are sore of in the city hall and take a fresh start. thusiasm knew nft
rentraint, and the
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Memphis, of fiver,'and her mother
will go to her bedside.
Mr. Will Thompson, superintsudent of the county hoirpital, was operated on for appendicitis by Dr.
Frank Boyd at Riverside hospital yesChurch Reception for New Pastor. terday.
Circuit court.
John Ls Parham, of the Parham The ladies of the Tenth Street
S. Fels Bros. & Rubel filed a suit
Matthew Hat company, of Cairo, a
Christian church will give a reception
against Wooifoik and McMurtrie for,
former Paducahan, returned home
at the church this evening to intro
$157.24, alleged due on account_
yesterday after a few days' stay in
duce their new pastor, the Rev. Mr.
Circuit Court.
Mr. Parham was called
the city.
Farley, to the congregation. All
After a day's suspension on RChere by the illness of his sister-incount of the election, circuit courti
members of the church are invited.
law Mrs. Frank Parham, who is now
convened this morning and settled,
much improved.
Kalosophic Cluls
down to business. Jury cases are 1
We place on sale one lot of fifty Wilton
Mrs. W. J. Doph and son Howard.
The 1Calosophic club held an interbeing rushed, and several were tried
Louis, are visiting Mrs. pool's
Velvet Rugs 3x6 feet, a large selection
esting meeting this morning with of St.
this morning.
mother, Mrs. S. R. McGinnis, on
Mrs. Henry Rudy on Kentucky aveThe jury reported in the case of
of bright floral and deep rich oriental
and Seventh street.
nue. Bernard Shaw and Ibsen were Broadway
A. J. Atchison against John D. Mcpatterns A rug worth regular $4.00.
Mr. ,-George Finnigan will leave
the dramatists for discussion.
Elya a verdict for the defendant. Tlie
Sunday for Atlanta, Ga., to aitend
suit was for $10,,000 for alleged
the eighth biennial convention of
Alumni Association.
slander.
The Paducah High School Alumni the Brotherhood of Railway TrainIn the cage of
Dave Johnson
Association meeting this afternoon men whichvbegins May 7. It is the against the Paducah Traction comat 4 o clock at the High school au- grand lodge meeting also, and much pany, a verdict for the defendant
ditorium. "Arts and Crafts" will be business will be transacted. The was returned.
convention will last two weeks,
discussed by Miss Ellen Willis.
In the ease- of L. U. Creases'
Mrs. Henry Friz, of Central City, against
W. 8\ hicann, a judgment
Englert & Bryant's. Thl National
is visiting Mrs. John Dickey.
114.4•4•-#4
.
•
4.4•4•4.,e Biscuit Co.'s cakes
4
.
4
for $l0,0 was entered.
D. A. R. Chapter.
wafers
d
Mr. E.'A. Wood and wife, formerThe Paducah chapter Daughters
In the case of C. E. Greenlaw
served.
ly Mies Ada Nance, will arrive toof the American Revoluttan is meetagainst Bert Gholson, a motion and
--Fire companies Nos. 1 and 4
night from Davenport, Iowa, and vising this afternoon with Mrs. Charles
reasons for a new trial were filed by
were called to the residence of Mr.
it the latter's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
K. Wheeler, 50,4 Kentucky avenue.
the defendant against whom a verM. Nance, 2100 Broadway. They are
H. E. Thompson, at 312
North
An attractive program ha presented
dict for $25 was returned.
en route south to locate.
Sixth Street, at 12:2,5 o'clock this af-For Dr. Pendley, ring 416.
A. F, Darden was excused as a
Miss Greta Harlan has resigned as
-For Copeland's stable phone 100 ternoon. A small blaze starting
Living Actures Tonight.
petit juror and S. B. Gholson SU b operator
for
the
Cumberland
-Dr.. Gilbert, osteopath, 4001
/
2 from R-ot ashes was discovered in the
There will be an attractive enterTelephone company, and has been sift uted.
coal house. Little damage was
Broadwiy. Phone 196.
tainment at the parish house
of succeeded by Miss Clara Drummond.
-Luther Rucker, a section hand done.
Grace Episcopal, church this evening.
Marriage Licenses.
Miss Lizzie Edrington, deputy
-A grand display of fireworks
employed on the Louisville division
A series of tabieeux ticturing the county
William
A. Walters to Mary J
clerk,
has
resumed
her
duties
of the Illinois Central, wits run over will be given at Wallace park after different
nationitl holidays and testi after a ten days' vacation.
•Dickle.
by a hand car at Kuttawa yesterday the theatrical performance 'Monday vals of
the year will be charmingly
Martin Seitz to Clara Base.
Mrs. William V. Green has gone
and his head injured. He is In the night.
put on, with music between each tab- to Union City, Tenn., to
visit her J. F. Gordon to Nancy Patti°,
local railroad hospital.
--Golden Gate Coffee with Nationleau. Thos who will take part are: mother.
-Drink Belvedere, the master al Biscuit Co. cakes and titters will
Misses Katherine Powell, Lucia PowMrs. Noble Parker left today for
Police Court.
brew.
be served free to all visitors Saturell, Elizabeth Kirkland, Helen Van Memphis, to visit relatives.
Robert Williams, colored, charged
-Belvedere beer is a home pro- day. If.nglert & Bryant.
Meter, Elizabeth
Terrell, Frances
with piling bedding in the middle of
duct. Remember that.
--William E. Kelley has been apTerrell, Louise Campbell, Rosalie
VOW LAW.
Kate Beasley's house on Washington
-Fine carnations at 50c per dozen pointed second substitute mail carPlatter, Mollie Gardner, Charlotte
street and setting it on fire, was held
at Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
rier.
Wheeler, Emma Greer, • Ellen Rat- Will Be Appealed From the Police over to the grand
jury in police
-A ,class of 20 will be initiated
cliff, Sarah Corbett, Jane Adair
Court.
court. In default of a $300 bond was
into the order of Knights of Pythias
Beautify Paducah.
Wright, Gladys Bolling, Elsie Eunice
committed to sail.
at Fulton May 20 by members of the
Brunson's cot rate plant sale is now
FOR RENT-- Cottage $8 per
Voris, Susan Porter Steeds; Masters
The first penalty for violation of
Thomas Horebeak, colored, *as
Paducah lodge. The following week on at their greenhouses at Rowlandmonth. Apply 441 South Sixth street.
William
held
over
the
stock
for
Burnett,
selling
ordinance
a
enforced
William
coat
by
that
Hughes,
did
a class of 50 at Mayfield will
be Place . We offer Asters, AlVssum,
FOR RENT-- Four rooms and hall
Henry Dallam, Elbridge Palmer. Judge Cross will doubtless result in not belong to him for 50 cents to
initiated and gleat preparations are Coleus,
Candyturft, Lobelia, Nasturiupstairs. Gas and water, 415 South
Leonard Campbell, Henry
Burnett, a damage suit. Judgment was enter- Clem Franciola. He stole the coat, it
being made.
tuems, Petunias, & etc. 2 c each.
Third etreet.
Lem Ogilvie, Giltner Segenfelter, ed in police court this morning is alleged, at The Palmer House from
-You know your calling cards
Rows, Geraniums, Parlor Ivy,
Rabb Noble Kirkland, Lawrence against B. A. Jacobs, of the Hinkle- a bell boy.
FOR SALE- Safe, show cases, taare correct when they come from the
Satv I a, Su Una, ,Verben
Hied I ice Powell, Mr.
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicy- bles, flat top desk, railing.
Other cases: W. M. Moore and W.
Rankin Kirkland and ville road, for $5 and costs for perSun office. Script cards and plate,
Pollock.
trope & etc. 3c each.
mitting his cows to run at large in T. Oarter, breach of peace, $5 and cles, 326-328 South Third 'street.
333 Broadway.
Dr. I. B. Howell.
$1.50 a hundred; the Old English at
Other plants of ail kinds at low
the city limits, and an order issued costs, the costs to be divided.
$3.00.
WANTED- Set of encyclopedias.
WANTED- Everybody to knor
prices. Coma soon and get the best
Mrs. M. D. Gracey, of Oakland, for the sale of the stock to satisfy
-A grand display of fireworks
Address B, care Sun.
that we have fish food for sale. Biedselection.
Cal., is visiting her sister, Mrs. Wit- the judgment. This was done after
Damage Suit Filed.
will be given at Wallace park after
erman's.
QUICK MEALS at all rrours,„BuchC. L. BRUNSON & CO.
Columbus Greer, colored, against
Ham Marble, of 519 Kentucky ave- Jacobs refused a compromise. His
the theatrical performance Monday
WANTED-White girl to do genanan's
Kentucky
219
avenue.
land place,
cows were taken up by Stock Po- the Illinois Central, is the style of
nue.
night.
eral house work. Apply 701 South
52 Broadway and Rowland Place
liceman
Lyourgus
Rice just inside the suit. which 'nag been
BUCHANAN'S Restaurant. Open Fourth,
Mrs. Mary Beadles and daughter,
on trial
-Those bad roaches are getting
Mrs. W. B. 3Iallett, of Mayneld, are she city limits on the Hinkleville since early morning in circuit court. day and night, 219 Kentucky avenue.
worse. Use Kamleiter's Roach ExFOR SALE- Good family horse,
For Sale.
visiting Mrs. Samuel Beadles, of road. Judge Cross explained that he He wants $2,000 damages for perFOR Heating and Stovewood ring
terminator and clean them out.
city broke, eight years old. Apply to
did
not
think
Jacobs
intended
Written
bids
viowill
received
to
be
at
sonal
1029
injuries,
alleging
Madison
F.
437
Levin.
that
he was
•
street.
-The supply car of the Illinois
128 South Second. Old phone 3013.
Miss Eugenia Parham, of May- le.te the law, but that, he had done shocked at the local Illnols Central
Central was here this morning re- the Mayor's °Mee up until 2 o'clock
FOR SALE--Express wagon. Geo.
so, and it Jacobs would, pay the tsirn table pit by 500
p.
in.,
Thursday,
May
the
at
9th,
field,
has
gone
home,
volts
of
after visiting
elec- Skelton, 817 South Fifth. Phone 2281 ' FOR SALE CHEAP- Nearly new
plenishing supplies fn
the
loeal
City Hall for the Old City Hospital her sister-In-law, Mrs. Frank Par- costs to the city for taking the stock tricity and permanently injured.
platform spring hack, double harstoreroom,
RING 366; either phone,
for
on -South Fifth street. Bidders wtll ham, who is ill in Riverside hoe- up and settle for the Ussery bill, the
ness and two mares Apply Room 2,
--Mideuminer opening tomorrow
"Cleans
All" Furniture Polish.
warrant would be dismissed; otherstate how much they will pay cash,
New Richmond Hotel.
Theodore Jr.'s Hard Work.
at Mrs. A. C. Clark's with L. B.
wise he would enter judgment and
TELEPHONE 655 for
hickory
with
Captain
balance
John
on
time
bearing
interL.
Webb
has
Cambridge,
returnMass., May 3.-TakFOR RE NT.---lavo brick snore
Ogilvie & Co.
sell the cows. Jacobs preferred the
wood.
ing up his new duties as assistant
louses, Eleventh and Broadway, one
-Souvenir book of the city just est. The city reserves the right to ed from Mayneld.
latter,
stating
that
would
he
seek reMr. Samuel Edwards, of Mayfield,
CLOTHES cleanea, pressed, NO- two-story
!manager of.the Harvard varsity crew
brick
business
the thing to send your friends abroad reject any and all bids.
house%
drese In the state courts. The stock
was in Paducah yesterday.
D. A. YEIS•ER, Mayor.
and going about his work faithfully, paired. Jas. Duffy, Phone 959-a.
Thirteenth and Clay. Paducah Brew
for sale at R. D. Clements & Co.
ordinance
has
already
been
pronouncHon. John Moore, of La Center,
R. S. BUCKMAN carpenter 333 ag company.
Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., from today
--The United States civil service
Ballard county, returne! home last ed valid by the court of appeals.
• Crazy Tenor's Act.
will be kept busy. He will have North Eighth.
commission announces att examina- FOR SALE--A high class combiWien, May 3.- Angelo Rossi, ii night.
charge of the routine work in conWANT&D--Two loggers, two four nation saddle and harness mare, sevtion for the position of engineer and
Mr. Charles 0. Lowery, the SmithHOTEL ARRIVALS.
well known tenor, is in a critical connection with the coming race with mule teams. Old phones 466 or 813. en years did, and in excellent condisawyer for May 29 at Paducah.
Palmer-E. A. Strauss, Chicago:
dition today as the result of an at- land banker, was here yesterday on
Columbia.
-City subscribers to the Daily
ROOM and board 408 Washing- tion. James CampbellAr., 127 S.
E. F. Vent,. Boston; E
Crowell,
tempt to commit suicide. In a fit of business.
4th street,
Sun who wish the delivery of their
ton.
Old phone 2500.
Mr. A. FL Utterbacit. of Brookport, Pittsburg: Sol Levi, Louisville: 13. F.
temporary insanity he cut out his
papers stopped must notify our colSTRAYED OR STOIsinN- From
Suicide.
Horrible
FOR. RENT-Imre floor over
tongue with a pair of scissors. Road: Is here preparing ta sell out his in- Osgood, Marseilles, IA: L. W. Em.
lectors or make their requests direct
1222
Jackson- street, Paducah, 1
Cincinnati,
May
3.--John
Cochberg.
terests
Baltimore;
add
R. Waldron, ChiFrank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th •
move to Rozwell, New
broke down in New York last winto The Sun office. No attention will
bay mare 15 1-2 hands high, blaze
cago: G. W. Carter, Geneva, O.; C. rane, who has been nessing from St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office.
ter, while singing with the Conreld Mexico, to reside.
be paid to such orders when given
face, white hind feet, half to knee.
Laura and Louella, little :daugh- F. Back Lockport, N. Y.; L. B. home several days, kneeled in front
Opera company.
TELEPHONE New Phone 324 and Return to T. Ti. Ford end liberal reto our carriers. Suet Publishing Co.
'era of William C. Magnor, of Nitrite. Thigpen, Nashville; Abner Johnston, of a Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton
I shall call to collect your slop and ward.
-Drink Belvedere, the Paducah
have returned home after a pleasant St. Louis; W. H. Roberts, Louisville. train today and his head was cut off
Notice.
table refuse. Walter Williams.
beer.
WANTED- Traveling salesman.
and
his body mangled. It is thought
Beevedere-F. L. Molloy, Cheese
We think we can save you money visit to their cousin, Mayclie Watts,
FOR RENT-Nicely
furnished Old established Specialty paint house
give
--We
you better carrrage and 'on
Cochrane,
go;
S.
Miller.
J.
who
was
Louisville:
6e
years
old,
L.
D.
of
deWest
Trimble
your concrete sidewalks.
street.
We
front room, all conveniences, 837 can use an A-1 traveling salesman in
better service for the money, than
Mr. Duke Caldwell, of Central Threlkeld, Smithland: J. C. Fulhe- liberately planned the suicide.
guarantee all ours and are ready at
Jefferson.
is given by any transfer company in
Kentucky. Salary and expenses. To
John
Klutts, Ripley,
all times to g;ve estimates. Come City, returned home at noon after a nay, Cairo;
America. Fine carriages for special
Tenn.;
WHEN in a hurry, go to Buchan- avoid delay give references when ale
Fitzgerald,
E. P.
Cairo; JosSPRING FEVER DAYS.
to see us at our office, 126 South business trip to the city.
occasions on short notice, also elean's 219 Kentucky avenue, for your plying. The Eclipse Paint and Mfg.
eph Frankel, Louisville; F. L. MarFourth street, or phone us 490 over
Mr. and Wt. Henry
Robinson
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co.
Co., Cleveland, 0.
How To Avoid the Lazy Feelings lunch.
the old Phone.
went to. hicNary this morning to tin, Nashville.
-Place your orders for wedding
RichmondNew
That
C.
W.
Alibi:tight,
Conie
With
Warm
CONTRACTOR WEIKEL
Mild,
GASOLINE
LAUNCH
hire
for
to
visit relatives.
Invitations at home.
The Sun is
Henderson; R. Is Caneard, Daniels
In Bankruptcy.
Weather.
small parties. Licensed operator. New
'Manager A. L Joynes, of the Cumshowing as great an assortment as
Compromises of the cases against
Ezell, Paris, Tenn.;
spring fever days are here. They phone 344; old plsone 2840.
W.
W.
!sending;
Notice to Shippers.
berland Telephone company, went to
you will find
anywhere at prices
W. B. Oooley, Louisville; Mrs, Scott etame with the advent of warm weathOn acount of taking the Alabama Benton this mornbig on businese.
R RENT -Room. for light the City National bank and the First
much lower than you will have to
Daniel, Savannah, Tenn.;
National bank for.collecting alleged
W. W. er, and stay until frost-with some housekeeping. Apply
people to Pittsburg landing to dedito 313 MadiThe infant dat44461111#of Mr. A. C.
pay elsewhere.
Seitz, Henderson; J. B. Cheney, East people.
usurious interest from the Ti. Kphcate the Alabama monument Tues- Robertson, chief ..
Old
son.
phone
2940.
oer in the I. C.
-The uew summer modes make
Prairie, Mo.; Irving Wetzel, HillSpring fever is not confined
kopf Saddlery company, was effected
to
day. May 7, steamer Kentucky will round house, is seriously
WANTED-Horse for collbctor.
Ill of view; S. H. Stratton, Louisville;
their first appearance tomorrow at
C. this vicinity only. Every locality has
this morning by the two banks
leave Saturday. ,May 4, at 5 p. m.
Pneumonia
MISS Alma Robertson,
must
he cheap. Apply 207 South
the millinery display. airs. A. C.
it,
Lynn,
If.
Dixon, Ill.; A. Thomasson,
to a degree.
agreeing to pay back to the estate
of Eddyville, an aunt, Is here at'Clark with Is B. Ogilvie & Co.
Hopkinsville; R. L. Gholson, Kent',
Appreciated right, it Is a Godsend, Third. Phone 174.
the amount of interest alleged to be
(irace church Choir.
tending her bedside.
- Bids will be opened Thursday
St. N'cholas- Ed Kaykendall,Pal- as it reminds you that you should
J. R. GREATHOUSE, contract so collected. Referee Bagby
orderer
On account of the entertainment
-Mr. Claude Higgins, of Mayfield, ma; W. B. Burch, Nashville;
at the city hall on the old city hosdecorator.
J. put your body in good condition for house painter and
All the trustee to compromise on this
parish
at
the
tonight
the
house
choir
was
In Paducah yesterday.
pital property on South Fifth street.
Burch, Nashville; H. A. Wright, summer, the hardest season of the work guaranteed first class.
Old basis, which saves a suit and the
--Wedding Invitations, announce- of Grace church will rehearse at 7
Miss Mabel Hilley, of Joppa. Ill., is Hampton, 0.; Mrs. Nina Veltman, year. The liver, the stomach, the phone 1064.
possible collection of double the
o'clock
instead
sharp
of
as
7:310
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Aaron Hurley, Hamilton
ments and every character of en0.: .1. E. Duffey, St. bowels and the kidneys, the skin and
PAPER CLEANING and Painting, amount of interest. The amount Pala
wife of the popular parolman.
graved work is given careful, 'per- usual.
Louis; H. B. Lowenheimer, St. Louis: blood, every organ
and function old Phone 2029. C. S. Creason.
Work back by the banks was $420.
Mrs. W. H. Sugg was called to Ira C. Ross and wife, Hardin; W. P. needs attention, just as a locomotive
sonal attention at the Sun job office.
guaranteed and done by union labor.
Referee Thighs: ordered Mr E. Rob
-The clock sill not put you to Malleonville today by the serious
-Nice clean baled straw to go
ill- Dalton. Mempres; Ti. M. Hardistei, doee at the end of a run of a hunkopf
to pay back to his personal esRENT
FOR
Three
confusion,
'defeat
nor
calendar
the,
-furnished
ness
of her mother.
with your new carpet-at KatnlelBatesville, Ark.; J. M. Skinner, dred miles, and the people who apeeu, if you find your markets in the
Miss Tina Berd. daughter of Mrs, Hardin; D. L. Redden, Murray; preciate this fact are our healthiest rooms with or without light house tate $114 he collected in rants from
ter's.
residences at Fifth and Washington
keeping. Apply 302 South Sixth.
M. A. Byrd, Is precariously III, in Clarence Moore, Dayson, 0.
millinery
- Exclusive
we have "want ad, way."
people.
brought out many handsome models
FOR SALE - New three room streets.
Osteopathy is the one natural
The papers for a review of Judge
in millinery for this display in Burnt
treatment in aU conditions of stom- house, lot 4,0x2/a), teat blocks from
Many Chinese Killed. ,
AN OPTICAL ILLUSION.
4=1
Leghorn'. Chia, Tuscans, Sailors,
Canton, China, May 3.- Hun- ach, liver, bowel, kidney, skin and Union station, at 5000. Old phone Bagby's decision in the case of ('rice
& Roes and Campbell & Campbell on
'111yroxolin Braids, Milans in all the
dreds of persons were killed or In- blood disorders. Without the use of 2284.
a claim of $2,0041 were sent to Judge
nOty shapes. Mrs. A. C. Clark with L.
jured In an explosion of a powder any medicines, with proper dietswith
WANTED-- Position as stenograB. !Ogilvie & Co.
magazine last night. Enormous prop- the dry hot air treatment, where in- pher. Have had four years' experi- Evans at Louisville today. Judge
Bagby decided against the two law
-Notwithstanding the fire in my
erty loss was occasioned. Ths evict dicated, the osteopathic treatment is ence. Satisfactory reference
given.
firms,
nature of the detester I. not
yet an assured and permanent cure.
establishmwnt Thursday morning
Address B, care T. A. Baker, city.
known. Rescue work has not proI ghould like to talk to you at any
am thoroughly prepared to handle
-HAVE YOUR nhirneas repaired
ceeded far enough to determine just time about the treatment for yourCA RPK NT K ItS WANTED.
all business entrusted to me satinwashed and oiled at the Paducah Hat
how many persons lost their lives. self, or any member of your family,
Good earpriatere CAll get wages Cot
torily and promptly. Guy Nance &
netts and Saddlery Co., 204 KenTwenty-one corpses were taken from and the host testimonials I can offer
$3.00 per day. Apply at shop Fourth
n.
tucky avenue.
the debris. This is believed to be but you of the treatment are the comand Washington 'greets, J. W. Lock-Ira Davis, employed at the KULOST-Somewhere between Ohio wood & Tuttle.
a small per cent or the casualties. mendations of t'aducah people whom
Mechanicsburg,
caught
re plant in
were e°inpletely you know well, who have taken the street and Rears grocery a ladles'
Fifteen buildings
e left hand in machinery this morn
gold Elgin watch Initials H. S. on
Niaelmuni Penalty Inflicted.
destroyed. Fully awere
hundred
treatment.
and badly crushed it. The Injury
Woodbury, N. .1, May 3.--Swift
badly damaged.
Especially is Osteopathy a ration- case. Return to 621 South Sixth for
dressed by Dr. J. S. Troutman.
punishment was meted out to Edal treatment of ailments peculiar to retward.
-A grand display of fireworks
• children.
Volcano Ts Active.
ward Gibson, cclored, who attacked
Lin
UV/JRWe
have
few
a
be given at Wallace park after
Lima, Peru, May 3. --The volcaPhone me at 1407, or call at ml spring wagons and totgittes that we Dorothy Paris, a school girl, yeetertheatrical perforinance Monday
no of Alarcon province of Neuquen office, upstairs, 51.6 Broadway, and must get omit of our way, and to di day. In court today he was senght
Arentins, is in full activity,
I Asti be pleased to advise
with se, will sell at a bargain, if sold al tenced to 13 years at hard labor ant
-Be sure and attend the pia delayou,
ionce. Sexton Sign Works 16th and to pay a fine of $3,000. This is the
stratuse as it looks.
so
Net
aeration of Golden Gate'Coffee at
diganiiggin fear The ilea.
DR. (i. B. FROAUS
!Madison. Phone 401.
tnaximum penalty.
.1:

PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS

gug Value

Ceille 11 tiC0...

Is the goods to make your
walls clean; pretty, healthy
and artistic. It changes the
color, makes home look
new and cheerful for the
little sum of

Jpecial 9rice $3.00

o
,
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'55 Cents
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GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
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We want the peel* of Paducah
tellid vicinity to know that the most
,valuable and delicious cod liver prepWAt, t s8:14 B1 frti": ARABS FOUR HUNDRED YEARS AGO.
aration knee n to medicine is Vino].
Vinol mutates ail the medicinal
is a blood purifier. Many people, especially those whose work confines
elements of cod liver oil -actually
them !odours, stutter from impure blood. It takes many forms; eczema:.
taken from fresh cods' livers, but not
scrofula, pimples, bellow complexion, Itching, sores anaemia (poor watery
a drop of the useless, greasy oil to First Annual Report of Mar- blood) are
alt a sign that your blood is in an unhealthy condition. The
upset the stomach and retard its
life of the body depeeds upon richamre baciod, and the only way to beshal Mutt Ayers
work, and to this is added peptonate
come strong and well is to get at the root of the dtbease and remove the
of iron (tonic iron).
cause, Or. Edwards' Compound Dandelion Pills are prepared from a faFor this reason Nenol is recognized
mous old prescrtption. They contain nothing but vegetable matter and are
throughout the world as the greatest Some Kentucky 'Knights of Pythias unequalled as a remedy (or the cure of alablood diseases. Get a box toda).
Think Board-of Control Overhealth restorer and strength creator
stepped Its Authority,
Guaranteed under Pure Food and Drugs Act, June 30, 1905. Serial 3517.
known to medicine, and we do not
believe there is a man, woman or
had by all Druggbits, 25c; Schenck Chemkat Company, Manufacturers,
child In Paducah but what Vinol will
41-.16 Franklin Street, New York and
(Look for this Signature.)
benefit them at this season of the DATE FOR BIXEGRASS FAIR.
Druggist
WI'llER
,
W. B.
SON,
year.
Vinci creates health and strength
Paducah, Ky.
for old people, weak, sickly wiomen
Frankfort, Ky., May 3.-The anand children, nursing mothers, and
nual report of State Fire Marshal
after a severe sickness.
. Mott Ayres directed to State InsurVinol eures hacking coughs, chronance Commissioner Henry S. Frewic colds, bronchitis, and all throat
itt was made public today. This is
and lung troubles,
the first annual report made since"
Try Vinol on our offer to return
the creation of the office, and the re- MILL MEN STRIKE FOR IN- WILL BE DRAWN FM ODD FELmoney if it fails W. B. McPherson,
('REASE IN WAGES.
LOWS NEW BUILDING.
port, which is very complete, not
Druggist.
only shows the importance of the ofNOTE.-While we are sole agents
fice, but Mr. Ayres' activity and cafor Vinol in Paducah, it is now for
pacity.
President (*barges Principle of Union (7onimittee Will Meet Tonight and
sale at the leading drug store in
The total number of fires taking
ism Is Antagonistic to
nearly every town and city in the
Select Architect to Do the
place in all parts of Kentucky from
Policy,
country. Look for the Vinol agency
Work.
June 9, 1906, to January 1, 1907.
in your town.
was 959. The total loss by lire in
Kentucky during tlie period was
Edwardsville, III., May 3.- One
A committee from local lodges of
$597,8e6. The total insurance on hundred machinists and, bray workOdd Fellows appointed to select an
these losses was $3,e9,896
ets at the co-operative plant of the architect to draw plans
for remodelCol, Ayres in his report also re- N, 0. Nelson
Manufacturing com- Ing Longfellow school building
reviews the efforts that be has made to pany went out on strike this aftercently purchased by the lodges, will
RAILWAY CASUALTY LIST FOR assist In bringing the night riders neon because the management would beet this evening. Members
of the
of western Kentucky to justice.
not secede to their demands for a lodges have practical
MONTH IS THE RECORD,
ly decided on
10 per cent iefrease in wages. All what will be done
in the way of reOverstepped Authority,
of the men are stockholders ;in the modeling,
and will outline plans to
Lexington
Ky., May 3-Whati company„ part of the stock having the architect
. It is the intention to
More Than 20,000 People Hurt and
I nvorpora ted.)
promises to be the liveliest and storm been divided among them last year.
rush work on the building which
Property Loss of Three Millen
lest meeting in the history of the N. 0. Nelsen, the millionaire presiR ill be turned over to
the lodges
Dollars.
board of' control of the Grand Lodge, dent of the company, is in Kansas
when school dismisses for the sumKnights of Pythias, will be held here Clty. In a recent address to the emmer sacation.
A Little More Value for a Little Less
Money
next Wednesday for the purpose of ployes regarding the demand
Mr.
Washington,
May
3.-Accident making improvements in the Pythian Nelson stated that the interference TL-G SIN KS;
RAFT SAVES CREVir.
bulletin No. 22, which has just been home and the completion of prepara- of the unions was making unnecesissued by the interstate commerce tions of the dedication of the home sary trouble, because the methods
Men Reach Shore Exhausted After
CLEVELAND BOY IS KIDNAPED.
commission for the three months end the coming summer.
were antagonistic to the principles
an All-Night Struggle.
Officials of the lodge In various of co-operation. The demand for the
lag December 31, 19-06, shows the
Painesville, Ohio, May 3.- The
Police Unable to Find Trace of Child
total number of casualties to pas- sections of the state contend that the increase of wages was made at the
crow of the lake tug L. B. Johnson,
Stolen From Near Home.
sengers and employes while on duty board of control has overstepped its Instigation of the jnternational Asconsisting of four men, reached shore
to have been 2,0,944, being an in- authority in letting contracts for $6,- sociation of
Machiaists and the on a ltfe raft near Fairport
REACHED HIGH WATER MARK
early this
Cleveland, May 3.- Alex, tee 3- WASHINGTON NOW SCENE OF crease of 1,094 over those reported 04)0 in improvements in the loenet Metal Workers' association.
morning after a thrilling experience.
IN 19041 IN AMERICe.
GOVERNMENT ACTIVITY.
year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
in the preceding three months. The while the board members contend
The tug sprung a leak about five
Hoenig, 2822 Stove: avenue, S. E.,
total number of collisions and de- that the board
acted
within
Its AMERICAN MARINES
miles off shore early last evening and
is missing, and the police believe
railments was 3,965, of which 391 tights,
GUARD BRITON'S FLAG began
to settle rapidly, despite hard
Dapartment of Commerce and labor that he has been abducted under cirEfforts will be made to get theLondon, May 3.- The foreign of- Work with the pumps.
Western PAK of State Under Investi- collisions and 194) derailments afTorches were
cumstances similar to those which
Computes For Seventeen
fected passenger trains. The dam- dedication of the home postponed un- fice has not received any official adgati(Pn of Secret Service
burned to attract the attention of the
attended the kidnaping of little HorYears Back.
age to cars, engines and roadway by til after'the Grand Lodge meeting in vices regarding the action of Colonel
Department.
life-savers at 'Fairport, bet this
ace Marvin of Dover, Del., whose
these accidents amounted to $3,e99,- October,
Isaulla, of the Honduran revolution- proved
unsuccessful. As the tug was
case has stirred the whole country.
ary 'forces, in -cutting down a Brit228.
about to founder the life raft was
Chief of Police Kohler has put his
The number of passengers and emish flag at Sated°. Honduras, which
Date Fixed for Bluegrass
Washington, May
3.-Additional entire deteitive force
floated and the crew took to it. The
Fair.
Seattle, Wash., May 3.- Six sel
upon the case.
ployes killed In train accidents was
Lexington, Ky., elay 3.-At a meet had been hoisted by a man named Men were
statistics on the increased cost of
The Hoenig boy was stolen Mon- cret service operatives are workini
nearly exliausted
when
Willem
Collins
for his protection.
474, an increase of 2-07 over the ing of the board of director
s of the
living are given _in a bulletin issued day night at 8:15 o'clock from the In western Washington unearthing
Alley
finally
reached shore.
a number reported
and
which
caused
Comman
der
MariBluegras
s
in the last quarter.
Fair assoclatcion here toby the devrtarient of commerce and street in front of his home.
The series of land frauds that are said to
etta, to inform
IsaNdla
Gilt. the
The number of passengers killed in dee, It was decided to hold
parents are completely
the fair
be
more
astoundi
prostrat
ng
ed.
in
their
farlabor today. Fur seventeen 'ears the
}loft SALE.
America
marines
n
eould not allow
train
this
accident
season
s
in this quarter, 18,0,
the second week in AuPublic sentiment has been aroused to reaching character than the discos
Six rootn residence on 4orth Side,
,
: is the
Insults to the British flag. Foreign
government eas conducted an invesgust,
largest
on
unless
record,
except
this
that
date
a high pitch over the affair.
eries made In Oregon or California.'
conflicts with
Secretary
b7-f•vol.. has insti- lot 50x165 to alley, gas connection,
tfor the quarter ending September 30, some other fair. A meeting
tigation of wholesale and retail
The last seae of the child he and A secret service operative, in
was tuted inquiries in the matter
th4
with water, onthousee improved.. H. C.
190
called for the secretaries of the
prices. The present investigation his sisters were
playing
in
the confidence of President Roosevelehael
fairs the view of thanking the United Holseas and A. J. Reuther
& .Trne.
in
The
the state to meet here next
number of employes killed
shows that wholesale prices reached street in front of the parents' store. Pitt been sent to the roast to take
Fri- States.
heart Bldg.
a higher level in 1906 than at any Dora, the oldest, ran into the store charge of the work and assemble the in coupling and uncoupling cars and day and form a Bluegrass Fair cirother time during
When she came evidence that has been accumulated, engines was 84, as against 81 in the cuit.
the seventeen for some candy.
last preceding quarter. The most
bark for the boy he had disappeared. fOr presentation to special officers
'ear period covered.
of
Mrs. H. J. Goodman, a neighbor:said the department of justice.
disastrous accident reported in the . A recent London advertis
The average for the year 1906
ement of••••••••T
.
that she had seen a man running
It is declared by a high govern- bulletin was a collision between a fered apastments "suitable for
was 5.6 pee cent, higher than for
a Jour'down the street with a boy on his ment authority that when all
the pateenger train and an extra train nalist or Chriattan man."
1905; 36.5 per cent higher than that
,arm. She failed to identify a sus- timber fraud evidence has
been
as- hauling empty passenger coaches ,at
for 1X97, the year of
lowest pect brought
.sembled, F.. J. Heney will be asked Terra Cotta, near Washington. In
before
her
by
the
police
prices, and 22.4 per cent higher than
You get handsome, well
this afternoon.
to (lame here and duplicate his su& which forty-three pergolis
You'll be buying a tonic
the average for the ten years from
were killappointed carriages
cess in prosecuting the land frauds ed and sixty-three
when I serve you. We
injured.
1890 to 1S99. Prices reached their
soon- probably need one
of Oregon.
give promt personal athighest point in December, 1906.'JEAN VALJEAN'S' PARDON SURE
tention at all theme!
'
now. Brace up your systhe average forthat month being 4.1
A Hard Debt to Pay.
Trial Judge Recommends His FreeHe Fought at Gettysburg.
per etefiT-Eigher than the average for
ANDERSON, PHONE
tem
with VITAL VIM.
"I owe a debt of gratitude that can
915
dom to Department of Justice.
David Parker, of Fayette, N. Y., never be paid
the year 1906 and 6.3 per cent highoff," writes G. S. Clark,
Take our word for it.
Guthrie,
Okla., May
3.-District who lost a foot at Getiteaburg, writes: of Westfield, Iowa., "foe
er than the average for December,
my rescue
There's no better tonic
Judge Embry, in whose court here "Electric Bitters have done me more from death,
1905.
by Dr. Kluge; New DisJohn William January, alias Ander- good than any medicine I ever tooli covery. Both
sold.
Fifty cis. bottle at
lungs were so seriously
Only two groups of commodities,
son, the Kansas City business man. For seveeal years I had stomach affected that
death seemed imminent,
farm products and drugs and chemiGILBERT'S DRUG STORE
was convicted twelve years ago, to- trouble, and paid out much money for when I
commenced taking New Dis('als, showed a decrease in price for
Fourth and Broadway.
day
forwarde
medicine
d
Wae;hiug
to
to
!Attie
ton
a
recpurpose, until I be- covery for coughs, colds and.
1906 as compared with 1905. The
ail throat
decrease was .5 and 7.2 respeetivel). ommendation that January be par- gan taking Electric Bitters. I would and lung cotnpinints. Guaranteed by
This recommendation is not take $500. for what they have all delergasts. '50c
Food Increased 3.6, clothing, 7.1. doned.
and $1.0.0. Trial
fuel and lighting .5, metals and im- said to be ell that is needed to in- done for me." Grand tonic for the bottle free.
aged and for female weakneeser.
plements 10.4 lumber and building sure a pardon.
Great alterative and bode builders:
materials 9.6 house furnishing goods
CH %WYE OF VENT'E,
1.7 and miscellaneous artiCles 7.4. Of
Mifficins--What would you do if sure cure 'for lame back and weak
258 representative
by all drug- Abe Ruef Clahns He Cannot Get
articles investi- I wall to call you a liar? Biffkins- kidneys. Guaranteed
a
gated 178 showed an increase_ In I'd mention your indiscretion to the giste. 50e.
Pair Trial In Frisco. .
price, fifty a decrease and thirty no -oroner at the inquest.-Chicago
-The following reduced rates
,
PTPEFITTF:lls
he previous year.
Daily News.
San Francisco, May 3.- Abraham
INC'REASE.
are announced:
Ruef, at the resumption of his trial
Los Angeles, Cal.-Mystic
Grant come.' Before Meeting Held today, appealed to Judge
Dunne for
Shrine and German Baptibt
a change of venue to some other
in rhkago.
Brethren, April 25th to May
county, alleging that tor various rea18th. Round trip, 160.50,
,ons he could not be fairly tried In
Without a request or intImatien in ,
limit July 31st.
any way the Illinois Central Railroad San Francisco county.
Jatnestown, Va. - Exposicompany granted the pipe fitters an
tion, April 19th to November
A RianlifIcaat Ptityrr,
increase In wages. The announce:wth-15 days; $23.75. Coaoh
"May the lordihelp eon make Duckment. came as a surprise and alexcursions on special dates;
118,00 every Tuesday; limit
though delegates will be sent to Ion's Arnica Salve known to all,"
10 days.
Chicago to formally draw up the writes J. O. Jenitinte of Chapel Hill,
Every man who has ever
Memphis, Tenn., May 7.annual agreehient, It is stated no N. C. It quickly took fhe pain out ot
It is so easy to get relief.
Special
excursi
onLeaves
worn
one ell attest to that
a
felon
for me and cured it in a wonraise will be asked
Pipe fitters have
Just go to your druggist and get a 50c box
Paducah Union Depot 9:57 a.
of Lantz's
derfully
fact.
short
been
time."
Beet
getting
on
earth
29% cents the hour.
Red Kidney Pillets.
m. Round trip $2, good reThe raise is to 31 cents the hour and for tomes, barns and wounds
2.5c
If you have any doubt about them helping
turning special train leaving
you, Just ask
Is effective at once, the increase com- at all denggbata
Memphis May 8, 7:30 p, M.
him for a free trial box containing two
day's treatment.
ing in the May check. Arthur John•
Louisville, Ky.-Account of
We are always willing to demonstrate to
PRINCE
EDWAR
son,
D
NAVAL CADET
delegate from Paducah shops,
anyone at our
Spring Meeting--Jockey Club
own expense that the Pillets will do all
will leave for Chicago as soon as a
that we claim for
You don't mind what you pay for a thing if the quality
-$6.95 round trip. May 6, retl.em.
date Is named for a conference. He Will Re Iteatricted to 25 Cents Weekturning May 7; $8.95 round
warrant
s it. Take a Harlan or Stetson shoe at
ly Pocket Money.
and 16 and
will he one of the committee to
Nothing ceiltials Lantz's Red Kidney Pillets
trip, May 4, good returning
sign
for Kidney
London,
May
3.-you
wont
Prince
find their equal in value, or comfortable St, Or
Edward
the code of rules and wage scale.
and Bladder Troubles.
June 9; May 5-11-18-22-25of Wales, eldest son of the Prince of
snappy style anywhere. We show all the popular lasts of the
29, June 1-5 and 8, limit two
If you have backache, cold hands or feet,
if you have
Sergeant Major -Now, then, young Wales, today joined the Royal Nadays.
cEz7y spells or any of the many other sympto
season
in patent leathers, gun-metal and tans.
College
at Osborne, Isle of Wight.
ms of kidney
feller, What blithering idiot told roe vel
For information, apply to
tiouble, begin today taking Lantz's Red Kidney
as a cadet. Ile will be dented exactly
to spread all this litter in front of
Pillets.
Ofty Ticket Office, Fifth and
the same as the 400 other cadets, will
No narcotics--just a mil sure cure:
the officers' mindere, eh? Stolid PrivBroadway or Union Depot.
Occupy
a
bunk
the
college
In
dormiIf you have never used these Pillets, we will
ate--The colonel. SergeanteMajoeJ. T. DONOVAN,
gladly give
tory and will be restricted to the 25
you a two day.; trial treatment ace.
An' who might you he. may I flak, to
At Ciky Tieket Cffice
cents weekly ()ticket meaey allowed
call the colonel a blithering idlot?R. M. PRATIIMR,
405 Broadway.
1
by
Gilbert's brug Store,
regubdio
the
nti.
Prince
Edward
Fourth sad ILleaadiway.
-Agent Union Depot
Casaell's Journal,
was born June III,,1894.

Dandelion

KENTUCKY FIRES
ARE TABULATED

I

If You Look

You will se that we are
selling our line of modern
made clothing a little
cheaper than the other
fellow.

/

We call attention to our line
of swell

GO-OPERATIVE

44:44-

PLANS

$10' $12150 and $15

suits for men. They are all well
made, strictly up-to-date gar
ments, and we have pleased
'many; we can please you.

ACCIDENTS

"

U.G.GULLETT 6 CO
312 Broadway.

at Gullett's.

COST OF LIVING

LAND FRAUDS

The Best Carriage 1
Service in Paducah

HARRY

CITY TRANSFER CO
New located at

Cillauber's Stable.

We are ready for all kinds of hauling.

TELEPHONE 499

4E1'

A IIANAN SHOE
WILL OUT WEAR
ANY SHOE RUDE

Why? Why? Why?
Why do you suffer
with backache?

Sand $6 Harlan Oxfords
$5

COCHIkAN SHOE CO.

v•elleoreare-sossoserwoirieesa
• estate-

THE PADMATI EVENING SUL.-S
DOIORS MISTAKE

PA,Mg,'

Nomessememr;
PROGRAM IS OUT
FIRE, WATER AND SMOKE
FOR PHYSICIANS

0111111NININNININIlle.
Ire saki often to be bunged six feet under
Found. But many times women call on.
their family physician's suffering, as they
imagine,one from dyspeletia, another from
heart disease, another from liver or kidThe entire stock of Clothing, Shoes, Hats, Caps and Gents'
ney disease, another from nervous prostration, another with pain here and there,
Furnishing hoods to be sold at less than one-third cost.
Also
present
this
alike to
way they
and in
a large line of Musical Instruments, Guns, Pistols, Sporting
themselves and their easy-going or overbusy doctor, separate diseases, for which
Goods and Jewelry-all slightly damaged by water. Entire
Sot1tliWe'tel'n Kentucky Medihe, assuming them to be such, nreeceihes
stock must be sold at once, so come and get first choice.
his pills anti ',Miens. In reality, they are
By
E. PHILLIPS OPPENHEIM,
cal Assocla t
ail only symptoms caused by some uterine
Author of -1-94 Master Mummer,- "A Prince of Sinners,- "Mystertouia Mr.
disease. The
A' good mineral eater cerslcian, norant of the
Starts Saturday, April 13, 9 a. in.
cuitse of suffering, •ps up
Sable: "Anna the Adventuress." Ete.
treatment
tainly
makes
an
Ideal
tonic
in
until large bills are
de. T
ering
patient gets no bette
the Spring, toning
the
up the
Will Meet Hem. May 14 and 15 and
Costright, 1905, 1904 by LITTLE. BROWN. 'not COMPANY.
wrong treatment, but pro bly wors
stomach
and thus reaching
like
oncrjn,jci
Dr _Pierepala.
Bring Prominent Practitioners
rescri lion turret d
u
the entire system. They are
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Palmer House flour, as
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Omega diour, 24 lb. asek
for
"
Palmer House Blend,2 lbs.
for
2 lbs. Great Pacific Pride
Tomatoes-3 l
for

65c
53c

Peas, 3 mug
for

25C
20c

2 lb. can table peaches
for

1 OC
24c
25c

Red Kidney Beans, 3% ILA
tor
25C
Grated CoCanut, Per
pound

Creamery Butter, per
pound

35c

Gibson soap polish, the best r, r
scouring only, per
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10C

5c

9C
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for
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for

1it
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.......... _ ....
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......
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for .......
.
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for

1 5C

.....

Grated and Sliced PlosapPIO 15c cans

3 5c packages soda
for

1 OC
1 OC
1 OC

Hand Sapollo, per
Bar

9C

Baker's Cocoa, Per
can

3 3-lb cans Hominy
for

20c
22c

Sifting top Lye, per
can

Raisins, per
package ....

10C

Layer Raisins:I pounds
for .

Unveiled in Washington With
posing ('ersquon).

Washington, May 3.— With.appropriate civic and military ceremonies
and in the presence of a, distinguiened audience the heroic equestrian
statue of bronze of Major General
George B. McClellan erected under
the auspices 04 the Army of the Potomac was unveiled
here today.
President Roosevelt •made the principal speech and with General Fred-.
/trick D. Grant on his right, aud Governor Stokes, of New Jersey, on his
left, witnessed the imposing military parade of regulars and militia.
Mrs. McClellan, the general's widow.
Mayor McClellan, of New York, a
son of the genera:, and Dr. George
McClellan, of New Jersey, a nephew, occupied seats on the president's
stand.
OPPOSITION OF WOMEN.
Encounteidtr By Candidate For Parliament in England.

25C

COFFEE CO.

The Broadway Store.
Old Phon• 1179

206 Broadway

New Phone 1176

MAY SALE
At the

30,000 WORKMEN IDLE.
I. Philadelphia As Result of Trivial
Complaint of Unkyn Bricklayers.
Philadelphia, May 3.—,After vainly trying since Friday last to settle
their trade dispute which involves a
question of granite Lsittera* right to
set stone which they have finished,
journeymen bricklayers of this city
to the number of 2,400 were locked
out tonight by master
bricklayers.
With the bricklayers are affiliated
about 400 masons. The lockout will
affect almost all branches of the
house builders' unions and will involve 30,000 eorkmee in this city
and tie • up nearly every building operation.
JUDGE IS REFEREE.

WEIGHT AROUND HIS NECK.

Pure Food Market
Both Phones 805.

Traveling Man Leaps From Suicide
Pier at s ieweiand.
Cleveland, O.. May 3.—A man, believed to be C. 0 Sticille, a traveling
man of Pittsburg, jumped from what
is known a "suicide pier" early today, after having tied ,a fifty-pound
iron bar around his neck. He sank
instantly to the bottom.
Just as. stickle plunged off the pier
some fishermen saw him. They
rushed to the end of the pier, but the
man had sunk from
view. With
hooks on the end of long lines they
raked the bottom from the pier, and
from small boats 'for more than an
hour before Stickle's body was finally brought to the surface.

Four Sisters Scrap in Campbell Count,(kaurtroom Over Mother.
Alabama Teller on Trial.
Cincinnati, 0.. May 3.— Judge
Birmingham, Ala., May 3.— At the
Matt Moore dismounted from the
opening of the second day of the
bench and acted as referee in
a
trial
of Alexander R. Chisola, formfight between four sisteys in tne
er paying teller of the First Nation
C.ampbeil county court fade).
al
The
four were in court to decide who bank of Birmingham, nnder indictshould provide for their mother, Mrs. ment for embezzlement of $100,000.
from the bank, alleged to have been
Renick Stoeckie
They clinched on
lost in cotton speculation, an agreethe question, and Judge Matt Moore
ment between the opposing counsel
had to get down on the floor to pull
was read. It 'elated
to evidence
them apart
brought out by certain witnesses at
the first trial and was arrived at, it
Good manners are made up of pet- was
stated, to expedite the hearing of
ty sacrifices
the -ease.

GREAT AUCTION SALE
*10,000 worth of the very latest and very
best stock of

JEWELRY
In Paducah, at Auction.
I have decided to quit the Jewelry business and engage in other
lines. I will dispose of my entire
stock at auction, commencing Saturday, May 4, 1907
, at 2 p. m., and have engaged the famous
auctioneers, Samuel S. Levy & Sons, of Chicago, Ill., to
conduct this sale.
This will be your chance to buy nice, clean, up-to-date
goods at your own price. As this stock has
been bought within eight months, there will be no old
stock to work off. Every Lady attending this sale
Saturday afternoon will be presented with a handsome Souve
nir Spoon, Free. All are cordially invited.

J. D.SOWERS,

London, May 3.— The women suffragists have decided to oppose the
election to the house of commons of
Henry Chaplin, ex-president of the
local government board, who is the nation of Charle
s E. Hambre, ConUnionist candidate for the, vacancy
servatives, The Liberals are not conat Wimbledon, caused by the readstesting the seat, and Mr. Chaplin

Monthly

GREAT PACIFIC TEA

lin.

113 S. Second

For Saturday (tomorrow)
we call particular attention to
our special sale in groceries.
Coffees and Teas. Every article hears the stamp of dependability and the prices,
considering quality, cannot be
duplicated.
Sugar, 8 tbs
45c
Sugar, Dark Brown, lb..5 1,ec
Patent Flour, bag...
70c
Second grade, bag
55c
Prunes, Juicy, lb
Sc
Pickles, gallon
25c
School Pickles, dozen
25c
Yellow Corn Meal, lb ....fie
Lard, 2 1-2 lbs
25c
Matches, 3 boxes for
10c
Strawberries, can
.5e
Strings Beans, 3 cans for 25c
June Peas, 3
May Cbrn, 3 for
25c
Coffee Santos, lb
15c
Cocee, Oafs Special 3 lbs 50c
Nice Fruit 'Cake
30e
Fresh Pineapple
15c
2 Hoop Bucket
10c
30-oz. Broom
25c
Meal. peck
15c

Great Southern
Tea & Coffee Co.

AIIMEN1111111111111111V

thought he had a walkover, but today he was confronted by an active
woman suffragist campaign in behalf of Bertrand Russell, brother and
heir presumptive of Earl Russell
.
Mr. Russell's wife, a daughter
of
Robert B. Smith, has been closely
Identified
with
women's political
work.

Every woman fancies a pretty shoe ads
there is no reason why a shoe should
not combine beauty with comfort

LOUIS CLARK'S

SPECIALS

The American Lady Shoes do.
They are the product
.
of practical experts, men who have
made
the manufacture
of shoes a life study, and ev!ry little art
of the trade that makes for
style, and
comfort is embodied in the shoe.

Saturday, May 4, 1907.
1 barrel Purity Flour for:...$4.25
1-2 barrel Pansy Flour for...22.75
Wobb's Extract, any flavor, except
20e
Fancy Lemons a dozen
20e
2 Fresh Pineapples for
25c
4 Nice Grape Fruit for
2e
2 bars of Hand H. Soap for
25e
3 cane Ferndell Peas for
40c
4 10c cans Pork and Beans for. ,25c
3 Pkgs. Shredded Codfish for
10e
2 cans Hi-Lo Baking Powder
15c
New* White Potatoes a quart
ilk
Cooking Butter a pound
15e
3 Ms Cut Loaf Sugar
25c
Mixed Sweet Pickles a quart
25c
9 lbs Ginger Snaps
15c
7 bars Swift Pride Soap
25c
2 cans Early Garden Peas
25c
3 cans Stringless Beans
25c
35c can White Cherries for
25c
2 20c cans Chunk Pineapple for 25c
6 15c cans Corn for
45c
6 cans Mutton Chop Tomatoes 55e
4 Pkgs. Vermiceldi for
25c
3 3 lb cans Table Peaches for
50c
2 lbs Figs for
15c
6 Rolls Toilet Paper for
a5c
24 lb bag Pansy Flour for
65c
1-2 bushel Good Old Irish Potatoes for
35c
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This is to Be a Season of Oxfords
We direct your attention especially to
the great showing of Ladies
' Oxfords
making. They oome in gun metal, calf,
kid and patent leathers, in
black or colors. There is a great range
of styles, and each a distin
ctive one.
we are

The prices range $2.50, $3.00 $3.50.

Splendid Styles in High Shoes
The cut here is but one of the many
pretty styles we show in
this shoe. We should be pleased to show
you our host of others.
The equal of the American Lady Shoes
at the
prices —$2.50 to 113.50—won't be
found anywhere
during this season.

Lendler & Lydon
309 Broadway.
s

S

THE BIG

BANKRUPT SALE
Is now on for a SHORT TIME
ONLY. Be sure and pay us a visit;
it will be a paying investment for you, for

50c Buys S1.00 Worth of Merchandise
This big stock consists of high Grade Clot
hing, Hats, Shoes and Furnishing Goods, including the season's
most up-todate fabrics and styles, all go at 50c on the dollar.
Everything must be sold and sold at once. Nothing reserved
, so be
sure you get the right place, 123 Sout
h Second Street, the building covered with big signs, oppo
site the
market housc---123 South Second Street.

J. J. NEWMAN,Sale Manager

